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CUM 154ICn.5kOn«e(Nemvj/JD) JU9 00

CUM 1541-11 DjsKDiivo (Now W«DJ S129M

CBM 1571 Dish Diivo (RemanulaciuiorJ w/JD) CALL

CMD FD-2000 (6MK ana 1.6 MB) S179M

CMD FD Real-Time-Clock Option S39K)

Boxot 10. HiQn Density Disks (1 6MB) . $14 95

Bo« el 10. Enhancod Oons.ly Disus 13 2 MB) S39 00

HD-KiT (Controilei. Case. PS. Manual. Serial Col ) S249 <w

MD.iOOO. i GB(Soe=iai Edition) S4J9 00
HO-2000.2 GB [Special EOlion) ... S5J9OO

HD'3000. 3 GB (Spooia! EtJnicn) SM9 00
HD JOCO. 4 GB (Spepjl 60'HOnl $749 CO

Monitors (40 cBumn ana 40/30 column) . CALL

ApiotO" 3-Way User Port Eipwtlci $30 00

Apiotal usor Po:i Extension Cable $1900
C-61 ConiEuior (Romanjaetured. w/JD & PS) .. .. S99 00

C-64C Comouiei (Pomanutaciuroa. w/JO B PS) . $10900
C-64C Computer (Howl S139 00
SX-G4 Comei,ter (Ramanulactured w/JD) .... S299 00

C.l2BCor"pii1ors CALL

C128-D Compi;le'S (Rgmani.tocturod w/JDt . . CALL

C &K64C PomqiSupcly (Net.. 1 7Amcl $29 00

C64)64C nepanaWOPS (New, 17 Amp.). .

C-W64C Haavy Duly BopaxaBIO PS (Now. CMD) $64 95

C-l28RopanaElet>o.ver SucClylNeK CMD) SIW9S

C-12SD Internal Pewor Supply (New) S3900
1S4MUIS8HRLV1 Power Sup&v (New 1 Amp ) S25 CO
CMDEX2-1 3 Po.1 Cartnqje Perl E>Danoa> $39 00

CMD EX3 3-Poi: Cartridge POH EiDanoei $34 00

CMD OeoCaKc II Pnnt CaBle 6ft/lSU S34 96/S39 95

CMD Sega-siyie Gsmepail tor C-64/129 . $24 95

CMDSmaitMouse(1j51 CompatiBie hVouse) $4995

Flip'n FilB 2SDisk Hoiaor (5 25-mch.) $5 95
Fiopp, Disus (25 cackoi DSOD &2S-irCh ) S1000

Inkwell Light Pen MoBol 170C S75 00

Monitor Caolos CALL
Cannon BJC-4JK) Color ln*iol Pnritor (HoiuiD) .. . SI79.K)

Panasonic KXP-l 150 9-pinPnnior S 199.00

Panasonic KX^2130 24-pina"tV Pnnlot (notuib) $199 K)

Panasonic KXP-ai30 24-pin Color (FlOfurtl) S299.M
Panasonic KXP.2130 24-pin Punlei (BW) 5329 00

Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pin Color Pnn-er SJ29 00

Smartl.no c-600 Prime Interface S10 CO

SucoiCPU64 S1790O

SupeiCPU 64 m'SuporRAM (no RAM mStnllBd) .. . S2I9.00

SupotCPU 64 WiSujmRAM (4 MB) 5254.00

SupoiCPU 64 w/SuperRAM (9 MB) S270 "

SirpeiCPU 64w/SuperRAM (16MB) S3I6.MJ

SiipeiCPU 12a S239.0O

S'-ppjCPU 133 w.'SudqiFIAM (jiq RAM InslaHQd) ..$27900

Si,pe!CPU 128 w.'S.jserHAM(4MB) S314 00

Si,pe'CPU 128 wSiiperRAM (9 MB) S33S 00

SuuerftAM Cara (no RAM mslallcO) $79 CO

SucerRAU Card H MB) SI 14 CO
SunerRAM Carsl(SMB) SI 39 03

SucorRAM Ca.Q (16MB) S179O0

I ^ I
I Ur^hJLUjk-AitJ.^J I

ItAVLmA Base Mod"! (OMO. No RAMCs'O} $169 00

RAVUnkw/lMB RAMCarO (Scscia.i) S209 K>

RAMjnkwMMBRAMCaraiSpoCial1) S249.00

RAMUnfcw/16MBRAMCard(St»cial1) S369 M

RAMCarO RTC OptisrUAIlei Market Kil S10 WS19.C0
RAMLir.k Baneiy Back-up (Opiional) $24.95

ParallelCaDIi;(HAVUrtilo HO) $1995

THE HOTTEST UPGRADE

EVER CREATED FOR GEOS

If you've been waiting lor GEOS to gel better, tastor and more

efficient, your wait is over1 Click Here Software's Wheels takes

GEOS to the next level, with lull integrated support lor all the

latest hardware. Wheelsslso adds many features not previously

available in GEOS. as well as some that could only be had by

buying or addmgolher utilities and patches. GEOS is really going

someplace, and it has the Wheels lo get there!

Wheeis64 $36.00 Wheeis128 $40.00

Minimum requirement lor Wheels: GEOS Wv2.0nr GEOS 128 v2.0.1541

or 1571 disk drtra, mouse oi joystick, and 128K or larger RAM eipanrtcr.

Bank Street Wntor ■ ■ S1S.00
Cadoa*64 (Aoacusl S2! 00

Cadpak 1J8(AMCU9) S2S«)
CnanpakSi(ADacis) S17W

Cnjopak liBIAnacus) S25M
Dala Manager &s (Time *on<l) 51600

GoOd S34 95
I Pa.nt v! 5 (128. Sfrat . 64K VDC) S39 00
IPortvi 54(123.B0-COI MKVDC)) 529 00
Personal PorTlol-O Manager lADgcuS) 516.03

RUN ProOucfcvily Pak 1. II. or III (Specify) S15 CO

HUN Super SiarterPsk 1541 or 15B1 ... . . .520 00

nufjworwi sjoix)
SECCnrjckflegis:er 12B , SM.00
Superscript 12B (PiociKOrl) 520 00
SuOdrbosO 64 Version 3 01 (Precision) S35OO
SuperBaso 129 Vorslon 3 01 (Pracsion) S35.00

Swi11Calc6J(Timc".i3rk3] ,„- S'6.00
TWS 64 w;Spel:er (Busy Boo) 529.00
TWS 128 m'SpeNer (Busy Beo) S39OO
TVJS Moaures (HD.'RUi;iuslrator) each 55 DO

Novaterm

Join the Telecommunications Revolution... get

on the information Super Highway 1ODAYI

B-g Blue ReaOf r VJ 10 (SOGWAPI

CUD ut r t.fs

JitlyWON 61 (ML f/onilOl)

$33 00

52195

S1595

BASIC 64 Compile! (AB3CUS)

BASIC 128 Comprfor (Attacus)

Biit^i 64 Compiler (Sh>Hos)

ButMy 61M 2B AssemDief

CobolM (Abacus)

Pascal 54 (ADacus)

Powor C (Sp.nnaker)

si i co

S2&K)

530 03

. 539 00

.517 00

S1700

519.00

AprctekCon-WcoeTi Adap'er Cer orf mtxJOJf) 519 00

Ap'CteXCom-MixJe'n Adaplo' 03(^0 S3 95

CommoduiD 1670 Modem (1200 Mua) S19 95
Mw»m (9-25) oi Mi»-Msoem CaBO (9-9 Of 9-2SJ S9 35

ttovaioim 9 6 (5«K ty 3 i' or 5 2ST S29 95
Tui0o232CaftnagoiJatoii5Kco5) S39 9S

USR Sponsioi 33 6>(Bps FaiMooem $16900

USR Ssonstct Fainodem ™i7u:Bd232 S Cicia .. S19900

ASCUoPETSCIIandPETSCIItoUnii

• PrttOGfll eqjpod ^modein u&/downlrjfld.

rrjsumo (crash recovery), streaming to

bullar. Yr.odom baled, Ymodom-g.

Xinodam-Ik. Xmodsm-lk.giio bullet);

Xmoaem-CRC: Purler. Karmri, WXrmdem

■ Supports High Spaed Interlaces like

Tuto232 lo: seeds U3 to 230<bps

■ Sapp;rjANS!ccCr.lg'apliics.VT102,a!id

VIE? in 80 col Plus CommsJOftr colot

graches and ANSI co£r All ejnulilion

modules now to«d trorr ontmndow

Just $29.95
[Specify 5.25" or 3.5" distj

ass
Collotlo Uliiilies(Manay Geos unlilms) 51395
Desk Pact Ptus S23O0
O»aotiis Groatest Mils (Ni»TMis2Sur-pusei12n) 530 00

FON rPACK Pius 525.00
oaioWar 64 or t2a (Speoly Vors«i) 529 SS

fleoBASIC SMOO
0eoCaK6J'128 MOOWS4600
ocoCnan 529 00
gcoFAX 53995

geoFiro 6i/128 S40 0*$i5 00
oBooi (Makes BooteSe copies)

gecProgramrnef

GEOS61v2 0

GEOS 1

512 95

S-15OO

S4000
S4100

S49DO

aooSHELLV?2(CLIIOrGEOS) S24.9S

Inummmnnl FONTPACK 525.00
Period Pnnt lOlcr GEOS (Laser-iiko oulput) . . . 513 95

RUN GEOS Conipnnion S2O.0O

(1UNGEOS Po«rPak I or II (Specify) 550 CO

Wheels 64 (GEOS UpgraHo. rod GEOS 64 rt.01 536 00

AtoiPino

BaflstK

Cf.nrnp1

Cue Throats

Day in the Lile of Prehistoric Man

Escape Route ,

Felony

FroggoJ -

Grana Pn* Circuit

Guor.lla

Harotaii

Heavenaound

Island o' me Diagon

JoiCan vs. Bro. One on Cne

Kjngs ol tie Beacn

Lions of the Universe

Mamtrame

Mean Streets

Monaco

"UN C64 Gamapaii or Ci2fl Funpak (Specify)

SkatooiDio ,

The Prcsidon! Is Mis&mgi

The Throo Stooges

Tie Broak Tennis -

Toial Eclipse

Waikorr

War in Micdlo Earth -

WJnds of Circe

.. ..S17.K)

$13 CO

S10.CO

SIO.CO
. . $19 00

. $19 00

. $10 00

. $10 00

,. .. $10 00

... S'000

.. S1000

,. S19 95
S19 00

.. . $10 00

$10 M

... .$19.95

S13.M

. $10 00

. . S15O0

.. .S10 00

. S13O0

.... 51000
siooo

S1G0O
sio.oo

S19.00

.. siooo

. S1900

■ Ke*tasseiSOcSunnmodes Sofi-SSon

C-S4 (enhanced scrolling vr/REU); iiva

25-or 28-line C-IIB VOC SCuol. modt

- Use any memory device as a buftar

including 17m REU. PAW Link pairtion

GeoHAM. C128 VOOi BBGHAM and

internal CM memoiy.

• New textcaplure features.Capture tent on

line and £to:e n any device. High-speed

Iransiars directly nto memery and now

retainbut(erconlefitswitfi baltery/power

backed RAM device: such as RAM Link

■ Enhanced ft.ll featured Teil editor cm

now load/save lilts from tfw tturftr ana

ras an Ke

■ Sap ijngaise tot a

- S»ple BBS mode ■ rjishin dcwntading

' Scsocns real-time clocks in CMD devices

■ All newusci's manual

JiffyDOS
Increas9 Disk Access Speed by up to 1500%

While Retaining 100% Compatibility!

JltiyDOS 12B System S49.00

N-.CIUC8S JiliyDOS C12fl Corr.pulei

ROMs anc ere J.liyDOS Orive ROM

JiftyDOS 12BDSyslem $43.00

In;ljde5 JitlyDOS C12BD Compuier

ROM and t57tD cnuc ROM

JiHyDOS Drive ROMi S19.00

Available toiCommodora 1541,1571,

1581 and mgsi compfltiDiea

sicm S39.00

Includes Ji»yD05 C64 Comouiei

ROM and one JitlyDOS drnrt ROM

JiflyOOS 64c System S39.00

InciuOes JitlyDOS C64c Computer

BOM ana one JiMyDOS drive ROM

JiflyDOSS<64Syilem SW.OO

Includes JilfyDOE 5X64 Computer

ROM and SX1541 rirwflROM

Shipping and Handling Charges

g

SID Symiyonv Siefeo Cartridge

Or TsCaged Artisi

S44 35

Si 5 00

Adventures OOS (ages 10-14)
g

PJC'Roaoing(ag&&3-7)
Soling &>Q{age5B-13)

Tno Glass CcTipuier (ages 12*)

The Marnct Pinco (age*. 8-14)

wnoro m Europe is Carmen SunDiago'1

Whcrnm [Mo Woria is Carmen SanDicgo7

Si 5 00

S1500

Sifi 00
S15M

£15 00

S29 00

Anatomy o! mo 1H1 SB 00
C-64 SciCJKOi Enginooimg „ S800

C12BCompulciAicedOc!ion S800
C128 iWSIC Tu.n.ng Gu.OO S8 00
Commodore £4 Tricks ana Ties SS CO

Ccmp.'or Design SimpSetnemotion lor IW CM -- SB 00
GEOS Programmers HelOTMlM Gg«M $26 00

Graphics Book tor ineC-GJ S8O0

Hit:nii*era Guide io GEOS S2B0G
Ideas tor Use on You! C-64 SB 00

Printer BOOK lor the C64 S8.00

Mapping the C64 S6O0

All Major Credit Cards Accepted •••

Mastercard • Visa • Discover • American Express

Oraer Sublolai

50 01 to 119.99

SJO 00 lo SIS99

S30 00 la SS» «3

MOO0toSI4S.M

S15O0OtnS201] 99

S30O.00loS7S9.9S

SSOO.OO and up

UBS

Ground

11 IS

V, 15

$S 15

ir.TS

S11.00

SI 6.00

S31.00

2nd

DflV

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

-:^,:

UPS Snd

Day Air

S16.00-

S 17.50-

521.00'

SI 9.00"

S30.00-

542.00'

Si= 00-

' L

Air PaiQOl

PD*I

SSOO

57.00

SSOO

Si; txi

sid. 00

125.00

S30.SO

O:hr--.

Al'MD.IDi

!][■<■.

CALL

CALL

CALL

CAIL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CMD
Creative Micro Design*, Inc.

P.O. Box 646 Into:

East longmeadow. MA 01028 Fax: (413) 525-0147
Visit our Web Site al http://www,cmdweb,com/

UPS CO D. MM $5 00 (US only)

1 Qi^cr shipping rnc'fiotJs available. Gai: for cJuta.is

Policies: CWD nccopta. Mflior C^edt Cards, Monoy Ofders. COD and
Personal Checks Pcr-sonalChcckafirnndltj3 weeks CjEioviens responsible

1ar snipping trmrqoG o" reiuscO p.ickaqps Wosc nems are siockr contact CWD

lar !irm De^very Peiufns for mcrcfiiinci^e cieQil only wishin 30 clays vulri prior

autnonzation Crecfils aru les^ shipp.ngr runcl,ngL Jaxes. cu±'-an\$. Culies. ana

a i5*

ppg g

res(OChingCnar(jo No re'^nasorcreaiis on opened software

c.1lca^o^Ea'esl,b;ec■,[oalarlgewllnDuTrla:lce.CW3Bus^ne£sHou

&j m-f. ^am-s 30pm est (Teen Supponj m-f ipm-5 so pm EST
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Have you noticed?

Commodore World magazine has a new look and i!

is with pleasure ami excitement Ihiil wo announce

those now changes which we feel will belter serve

you.

As most of you arc aware, the publisher of

Commodore World magazine is Creative Miero

Designs, Inc., the devoloper and manufacturer of

many of the finest hardware accessories ever

developed lor the Commodore 64/128. Although

publishing is noi CMD's area of expertise,

Commodore World was undertaken as a result of

our desire to provide a Commodore specific 64/128

magazine after the demise of other such

publications. Despite our best intentions, we have

not been able to deliver the type of service that we

felt you deserve. It is therefore our pleasure to

announce that we have found a solution to address

these shortcomings after many months of

searching.

Effective with this issue, Commodore World will

be produced by CSW Vcrlag, publishers of GO64!

and will become known as GO64!/Commodore

World. The magazine will be produced in the

English language and all outstanding issues due to

Commodore World magazine subscribers will be

provided in this new formal. CSW Verlag has

shown us that Illey tiave the ability and expertise to

provide you with a quality magazine dedicated to

the Commodore 64/128. With iheir proven track

record and stall' dedicated to the full time

publishing of a Commodore specific magazine,

Commodore World subscribers will benefit greatly,

fbe maga/ino will now bo received with greater

frequency (once a month) and will have larger

pages, a glossy cover, spot color on inside pages

and will also be provided with a cover disk.

While all of us here al CMD will miss the

opportunity to bring our personal touch to

Commodore World magazine, we are convinced,

Ihal this is In the best interests of our loyal readers.

High quality, better frequency and a broader b;ise

upon which to report on Commodore news and

interests, coupled with our continued resolve to

provide reliable Commodore hardware and

soUware products, should benefit the Commodore

USBT. We wish to thank you for your loyal following

over the past live years and again assure you thai

the changes that have taken place have been done

so with our readers best inlercsls in mind.

l-'rom all of us al CMD, we sincerely believe that

you will find the GO64!/Commodore World

magazine to your liking and trust that you will

continue to support these efforts as you have in Ihe

past. CMD wishes to assure each and every one of

you that we are noi disappearing from ihe scene

and thai we will be continuing our efforts lo

provide quality hardware, software and repair

services well into Ihe new millennium.

Truly yours.

All ofus at Creative Miero Designs, Inc.

Dear Readers,

this COM! issue is quite Special, It's not only our

30th issue since our premier in March of 1997, it's

also Ihe first issue which will be published in

English as well as German. A dream of the GO64!

team has been fullfilled, because GO64! has gone

from a German-only magazine lo an international

medium.

We'd especially like to greet our new English-

speaking customers Many Commodore World

subscribers were somcwhal astounded by the

appearance of this magazine, as it doesn't look like

a typieal issue of Commodore World. Through

cooperation wilh Creative Micro Designs, Inc.,

CSW-Verlag has been given ihe commission lo

keep Commodore World alive within GO64!. So

this means that Commodore World subscribers will

now get the English version ofG064!/Commodore

World, which has ihi1 same contents as the German

version.

Surely you must all have an infinite number of

questions. Firstly, I'd like to lei our Gorman

speaking Customers know that nothing will change

for them. For the English speaking customers who

have Commodore World subscriptions, the

following applies: All remaining issues of

Commodore World which you have paid for will be

replaced by issues of G 064!/Commodore World. If

you have Ihree issues remaining on your

subscription, you will receive ihree issues of

G064!/Commodore World. If we don't hear

anything from you when your subscription runs out

(you can respond by email, fax, letter or phone

call) your subscriplion will be renewed for five

months (five issues). If you like GO(>4!/

Commodore World magazine and it's the end of

your subscription, (that is. after the five month

extension) and if you slill haven't replied to us,

your subscriplion will be automatically renewed

for one year (twelve issues), and the same

conditions will apply lo you as lo our Gcrman-

spcak i n g su bscri hers.

GOM! itself is made with more expenditures than

Commodore World. GO64! appears monthly, is

paifly in color, has more pages and a coverdisk is

included, which contains contemporary software. If

you calculate the shipping cost from Germany to

other conlries, you can see that the original price of

K issues of Commodore World is no longer valid

Our subscriplion prices areas follows:

.1 nioiilli triiil subscription- US S19.9S (US S» 65

per issue)

5 monlb subscription (only available for

Commodore World subscribers): US $29.95 (US

S5.99 per issue)

12 month suhscripiion US S74 (US S6.16 per

issue)

Additionally, we're olfeiing customets wilh soon-

lo-expire Commodore World subscriptions a

reduced yearly price of:

12 month privilege subscription: US S69 (US $5.75

per issue)

This price is only valid for Commodore World

subscribers who subscribe for a year subscriplion

before Ihe October 31 euiolf date. As an incentive,

ihe firsl ten subscribers lo this option will receive a

FREE diskette, full of the best software from the

last two years of GO64! coverdisks.

All subscription prices include shipping eosls, no

mailer where you are.

Through our international expansion we hope to

bring the English-speaking and German-speaking

communities together. We'd like lo invite all our

subscribers, old and new, German- and English-

speaking alike to let us know youropinions, give us

your feedback, submit articles as guest auihors,

write programs, contact other users, work on

projects together and other activities lo keep the

C64 community alive into ihe next millennium.

We're always looking for additional people to help

us out wilh ihe English language version of GO64!.

If you'd like to apply, write to the editorial

department (SM the address in the editorial section)

or email us al. go64@c64.orE

G umber Bauer,

for the GO64! team

The Error Gremlin

The Error Gremlin has slruek again. The Arnica

Painl color drives on disk 4/99 were incomplete.

Additionally many copies of the 7/1999 disk are

incomplete, as they have identical first and second

sides. The GEOS-Advcnlure was noi included as

the full version. CSW is offering free replacement

and rectification, Just ask. The game Traffic".

which was on disk 5/99 was defective, and can be

found on this disk

UK8 Get-Together (England)

On Sunday, September 26, the UKK Get Together

will lake place in Walsall, West Midlands. UK for

all users of all H-bit system platforms. Entrance fee

is 5 pounds. For further Information please contact

via e-mail:

uk8@spheroid.demon,co.uk

or

Brian Watson, UKB Publicity

Email: brian®spheroid.demon.co.uk

Chrome Mag for GEOS

Tom Gosser announces a new disk magazine for

GEOS and Wheels called Chrome Mag. In it there

will he articles by Maurice Randall, Bo

Zimmcnnann, Cindy Simms. and other important

people in GEOS, Each issue is supposed to come

wilh new and well-chosen demos of the latest

GEOS programs, clip arts, p.d., shareware, and

even original versions of programs. The Chrome

Mag Engine was designed by Ho /.immermann

(geoUrowser and geoBliAP). There will be lour

issues each year beginning on May I, 1999. ForIhe

time being, the price will be S25 US (S30 US for

international dispatch). Send cheques or money

orders lo

T. Gosser Publications, 9S5 Washington. St.

Douglas, WY 81633, USA

Email: comhug@de1phi.com



C64/128 Hard & Software
GRAF Hard <& Soft - Im Osterfeld 13 - 56462 Hohn-Neuhochstein

Telefon/Fax i 02661-40338 von 10:00 Uhr bis 20:00 Uhr

Internet I www.gracf-hard-soft.de (Komplettliste & Bilder/Infos zu Hardware/Software)

Filr unser Gesamlanqebot: Kostenlose Gesamlllslo anfordern oder Homepage Im Internet besuchen

Wir bictcn itBndls well iibcr 700 vcrichicdenc CM Programme auf Diskette , Kassctic odur ("aririiiyi: - danrflMt siM grosse An/ah I klassischer Spiele ,

Oldies aus den ltsIlti Jdliren , Spick- von I'arkcr . Aclivision, Lleclronic Arts.SSI.[nfocom.Msgnelic Scrolls U.B-Auch Software flit C16/Plii5 A b/.v. manchmal VC.20 vorhanden !

Hardware filr C64 : Wir bitten Rechner , Floppies , Bastkrwarc und Einzdteilf und diverges Zubehfir ia guren Preisen.

Versand : Vorkasse (-7 DM) oder Nachnahmc (+15 DM): Ausland nur Vorkasse (*20 DM)

Staftelpreise bei Mehrabnahme moqlich! GRATIS ab 20 DM BesteHwert: Tape fur 1- nach Wahl, ab 100 DM Tapes/Disk bis insqesamt 5 DM

Steckmodule fur C64 : (Neuware)

Je 40 DM : (Activision , ongmalverschweiRt]

Pitfall, Pitfall 2 , H E R O. , Decathlon,

Beamrider. Zenji

Je 35 DM : Toy Bizarre , Zone Ranger,

Solar Fox .Spitball,Terminator 2

Je 30 DM : Q-Bert.Blueprint

Je 20 DM : Ms Pacman. Centipede,

Galaxian,Jungle Hunt

Viele weitere Module auf Anfrage !!!

C64 Spiele/Programme auf Diskette .

Rampart (Burgenschlacht) 2Q DM

Thai Boxing (Kampfsport).C128 !! 15 DM

Tai Pan (Action-Adventure) 15 DM

Stricter 2 (Action) 15 DM

Zork II (Adventure).Commodore 20 DM

Zork 111 (Adventure),Commodore : 20 DM

Cosmic Causeway (Action): 15 DM

Hunt for Red Octobre (Action); 15 DM

Highway Encounter (Action); 15 DM

Trivial Pursuit (Frage/Antwortsptel) ■ 20 DM

Breakdance (Action): 15 DM

Superman vs. Darkseid (Action) 15 DM

Super Pacman (Action) 20 DM

Turtles - The Coin Op (Action): 20 DM

Bad Cat (Action) 15 DM

Nuclear Embargo 10 DM

Let s make Greeting Cards 15 DM

Let's make Signs 8. Banners : 15 DM

Let's make Calendars . 20 DM

Art Library 1 & 2 (zu Let's make ..): 5 DM

50 Great Games : 15 DM

Big 4 Vol. II . 10 DM

(Sigma 7,Deep Strike,Thanatos.Saboteur 2)

Five Star Games 15 DM

(Spindizzy.Batalyx.Zoids.Equmox.Scarabaus)

■ Alien Destruction Set (Death or Glory,

Thundercross.Vengeance.Discovery) . 20 DM

Avenger (Action) 15 DM

Corporation {Strategie) 15 DM

Dark Castle (Action) 15 DM

Double Take (Action) 15 DM

Darkside (Action-Adventure . 3D) : 25 DM

Game Over (Action) - 15 DM

Grand Monster Slam (Sport) 10 DM

Grand Prix Master (Autorennen) 20 DM

Gyropod (Action) 15 DM

Hollywood Poker Pro (Strip Poker) 20 DM

Implosion (Action): 15 DM

Indy Heat (Autorennen). 20 DM

mvest.Winzer (Wirtschaflssim.): je 30 DM

Iron Lord (Ritlerspiel); 15 DM

James Bond Collection : 20 DM

Kinetik (Geschicklichkeit): 20 DM

Mag Max (Action): 15 DM

Quill-Adventure Writer: 20 DM

ZigZag (Action); 15 DM

Trailblazer (Action): 15 DM

Domark Spielepack : 15 DM

(Toobin.Licence to kill,Hard Drivin')

19 - Boot Camp (Action) : 15 DM

Suspended (Adventure), Commodore :20 DM

Samurai Trilogy (Action); 15 DM

Sidearms (Action): 15 DM

Target Renegade (Action) 10 DM

Sonderangebote - solange Vorrat reicht.

Disks je 5.-:

Warlock the Avenger.Loopz.Lone Wolf.Impact,

Garrison,Plasmatron,I Alien,Discovery,Troll,

Cauldron 11, Paperboy.Quest for Tires & Zip.

Inner Space.Jet Boys,Madness,Rimrunner

Disks je 10-

Arkanoid 2,Pascal 64,Assembler/Monitor 64.

Logo,First Word.Oink,Fifth Quadrant.Vera

Cruz.Saboteur 2.C128 Musik Maker.Exile.

Ace. Moonshadow,Volley Ball Simulator,

Security Alert,Batman,Last Mission, After

Burner, Action Fighter.Stunt Car Racer.

Ballistix.Blasteroids.Kokotoni Wilf.Mission

Elevator .Snap Dragon,Scorpion

Tapes je 1.00 DM

VeraCruz.Lifeforce.Traxxion.ISS, Bangkok

Knights.Der Fall Sydney.Inner Space,

Mercenary Kompendium (deutsch ")

Tapes je 1.50 DM

X-Out.Steve Davis Snooker, Dragon Spirit.

Tracksuit Manager. Ice Palace .Cuddly Cuburt

. Rupert and the Ice Castle .

Mystery of the Nile,Mega Apokalypse, Killed

until dead , Pi-r-squared

Tapes je 2 50 DM

I Firetrack.Thundercats,Championship Sprint,

|China Miner,lmplosion,Defenderof the Crown,
1 Traz.Sidewize, Blood Money.Krystals of Zong,

Die Erbschaft.Die Erbschaft 2,Oink,Critical

Mass,Hades Nebula,Crazy Comets.Fruity,

, Sanxion.Galvan.Pile Up,Last Mission.Dandy,

Sidearms,Moby Oick.Frogger 64.Starray.

Deactivators.Time Scanner,Bounces,

Ace 2088,Space Doubt,Equinox.Panic 54.

Mothership.Dominator.Toobin,Metro Blitz,

Challenge of the Gobots.Skramble 64.

Dancing Feats,Hotshot,Starfox.Aquanaut,

Star Raiders 2.10.4 Great Games,Starion,

Ranarama,Velocipede,P Beardsley s Football

Hardware : Computer & Floppies & Zulwhfir

C64-l("Brolkasten") : 50 DM

C64-C (neuer SID 8580,neue CPU] : 50 DM

C64-G (weiBer "Brolkaslcn"): 50 DM

C128 : 50 DM

Floppy 1541-1 oiler II. weJD o. crau : SO DM

Floppy 1571 : 70 DM

Floppy 1581 : a.A.

Oceanic n.,i. Freindlaufwerke : a.A.

C1ISD BlechgehSuse : ab 120 DM

C128D Plastikgchause : ab 80 DM

SX-64 : a.A.

CI<■>■!!(.'Tin- I : .l.V

VC20 : a.A.

Final Cartridge III (Freezer): n.A.

Action Replay ii.a. Frec/tr : a.A.

Joystick-Mouse : 20 DM

lnkT|«»l KS 232 Interface : 20 DM

Disklocher: 5 DM

Staubschutzhaube C64-1: 8 DM

Slaubsctiutzhauhe 1541-1 : 8 DM

Monitore 1702,1802 : ab 50 DM

Monitor* 1084, I0S4S: ubSDDM

C64 Klassiker & Oldies (zum Teil gebraucht) :

SSI :

Pool of Radiance , klassisches Rollenspiel: 30 DM

Buck Rogers , Science Fiction RPG : 30 DM

Curse of the Azure Bonds , Rollenspiel; 35 DM

Gateway to the Savage Frontier, Rollenspiel: 35 DM

Heroes of the Lance , Action-Rollenspiel: 25 DM

Infocom :

Plundered Hearts . Piratenabenteuer. neu : 60 DM

Zork I, Fantasy C16VPIus 4 Disk , neu . 30 DM

Zork II , Fantasy C16/Plus 4 Disk . neu : 30 DM

Zork III , Fantasy C16/Plus 4 Disk . neu : 30 DM

Suspended , Science Fiction C16/Plus 4 Disk , neu : 30 DM

Starcross . Science Fiction C16/Plus 4 Disk , neu : 30 DM

Stationfall. Science Fiction : 30 DM

Wishbnnger, Fantasy (Goodies fehlen) 20 DM

Electronic Arts (US Versionen).

Strike Fleet, Flottensimulator 30 DM

PHM Pegasus . Simulation : 30 DM

Patton vs Rommel (neu): 50 DM

Hacker, Adventure . 30 DM

Arcticfox , Simulation : 25 DM

Chuck Yeagers AFT , Simulation : 30 DM

One on One . Basketball 25 DM

Marble Madness . Arcade : 20 DM

Dan Dare , Action ; 20 DM

Axis Assassin . Action 20 DM

Bards Tale 1-3; a A.

Music Construction Set, Anwender; 20 DM

Andere Hersteller:

Rommel battles for North Africa , (SSG) (neu) 50 DM

Star Fleet 1 .Strategie (Interstel): 35 DM

Sorcerer Lord . Fantasy-Strategie (PSS) 25 DM

War in Middle Earth , Fantasy Strategie : 30 DM

Barbarian , Action (Psygnosis): 25 DM

Deathbringer, Rollenspiel (Spotlight): 25 DM

Pirates . Simulation (Microprose) 35 DM

Infiltrator 1 oder 2 (Mindscape): je 20 DM

Deja Vu , Adventure (Ariola) 40 DM

Napoleon in Russia,Strategie (Datasoft) (neu): 50 DM

Dragon Wars, Rollenspiel (Interplay): 35 DM

Oil Imperium . Wirtschaftssimulation (Reline) 20 DM

Pegasus Bridge , Strategie (PSS) 30 DM

Countdown to Shutdown (Activision). 30 DM

Starglider. Action (Rambird) - Tape+Disk-Kopie 20 DM

Konflikte 1 . Strategie (PSS) Tape : 15 DM

Ace of Aces . Flugsimulation : 30 DM

Blue Max , Flugzeug Ballerspiel: 25 DM

F15 - Strike Eagle . Flugsimulation (Microprose); 30 DM

Decision in the Desert. Strategie (Microprose): 30 DM

Ghostbusters .Action (Activision); 30 DM

Jumpman . Ptattform (Epyx) Tape 15 DM

Swiss Familiy Robinson , Adventure (Winrinam). 30 DM

Zeppelin . Action (Synapse): ?0 DM

Hardware Restposten&chrott:

ICs (ungeprttft) Je 1.- :

318005-04,6510,901227-03,906114-01,901225-01

Dafokto C64/C84C;128/1541'1541-2 Platlnon Je HI.

Defekta CB4/C128 (komplatt) : 15 - 20 DM

Leorgehiiuse C64/C128/1541 Jo 5.-

Tastatur C64 weiB oder schwarz , ok : Je 10.-

C64 Oder C128 Netxtell : 20 DM

TV- , Floppy-, Monltorkabel: a.A.



JOS - Get the most out of vour SuperCPU

Why would I want a new OS?

Sonic of the appeal of the C64 was the

fact thai it didn't really have an OS, you

just turn it on and quick as a Hash your

greated by BASIC, with the Kernel doing the

background work. Alot of programs

(especially games), when they had booted,

switched out the Kernel, installed there own

disk/tape routines, and proceeded to load the

rest of the program without bothering with

the Kernel at all, and this was done because

the standard Kernel routines for disk I/O am

incredibly slow, and also weren't

inlerruptible so doing something else at the

same time wasn't possible.

Bypassing the OS, is a sure way to make

your program incompatible with new or

different hardware. Anyone who wanted to

use their brand new REli as a ramdisk

weren't able to unless the programmers

decided to program an REU system too.

GEOS alleviated some of these problems,

but isn't very flexible and doesn't have many

of the features of a modern day OS.

Anyone who knows about the SuperCPU knows that it runs at

20MHz and can have access to 16MB directly. With simple

logic you can work out that the SuperCPU should perform 20

times better, and run applications that are much more cpu

intensive or require much more RAM. But that currently is not

happening. Most people are using SuperCPU's purely to make

stock c64 programs go faster, and there are few people

developing specifically for SuperCPU. This is not how it should

be! With a bit of luck, and a bit of support, this will change. First

things first the SuperCPU needs a new OS. But why? Read

on...

by Joke Maginnis

the whole computer was the only way to get following,

any performance out of C64, and the lack of

memory was also another good reason to

switch the Kernel and BASIC out.

But we're not talking 64k, 1MHz anymore.

The SuperCPU is capable of having a real

OS and it deserves a real OS. But what is a

real OS?

Bypassing the OS, and having control over A real OS should provide atleast some of the

Multitasking - Every should know what this

means by now...

Memory Management - When

multitasking, the memory has to be shared

amongst the programs running.

Device Independence - The application

doesn't need to know that it's writing to a

ramdisk rather than a real disk.

Networking - Nowadays TCP/IP is the

default choice, since it allows you to use the

internet.

Shared libraries - Program size and

memory usage is greatly minimised by using

shared libraries.

Shared code - If the same program is

running twice it should be able to share the

code.

Disk cache - A big speedup can be had by

storing frequently used disk blocks.

Effective IPC - Programs and device drivers

have to be able to communicate with other

programs quickly and effectively.

Virtual memory - Not really possible with a



65816, but isn't really needed since the CG4

way is anti-bloat,

All of the things in that list (aside from

virtual memory) arc/will be implemented in

JOS. At this stage only Shared Libraries.

Networking and the GUI aren't nearly

finished.

Still not convinced'.' Well let's say you

wanted to he able to check your email with

your SupcrCPU...

A non OS email program would need it's

own TCP/IP and SL1IVPPP networking built

in, and then once you have checked your

email, you can't do anything else. You'd

have lo turn offor restart the computer just to

load another program, and if you needed to

use another internet program you'd be forced

to reconnect!

This would not occur with JOS, you could

load your email program and check your

email and even talk on IRC ail at the same

time.

And what about anything that wants to have

a GUI? Everyone is forced to write there

own GUI and that in itself is enough for

someone not to bother. But if it's part of the

operating system, it's alot easier to . This is

why GEOS is so popular and is still being

used.

Well that's all very well but will I be

able to use it easily?

JOS without a GUI will look and feel

basically like unix. Alot of people are

becoming familiar with unix because of the

wide availability of linn* and other free

unixes. It isn't the most user friendly of OSes

because of it's command line nature, bu! it

gives you alot of power. Things such as shell

redirection and piping will be fully

implemented.

An example would be;

"cat readme.txt | more"

which would display the file readme.txt and

have prompt when the screen is full.

Eventually though, JOS will have a GUI. I

haven'! put much thought into the coding of

it as yet, but I do have some experience

programming a GUI, as I tried porting some

of Borlands Object Oriented Turbo Vision, to

C64, and it was quite suceesfui. So I already

have some ideas as to how the GUI's goins;

to be implemented.

Another interesting point is that running a

Java Virtual Machine (JVM) under JOS is a

realistic

possibility that it can be ported. Java is a

platform independent object-oriented

language that has a large support base, and

this JVM would allow Java programs to run

in JOS.

What hardware will JOS be

compatible with?

For starters, JOS doesn't require any extra

RAM to run. SuperCPU's actually contain

128k of RAM, but normally only 64k is

usable. Since JOS doesn't use any of C'MD's

code or anything at all from the Kernel, the

extra 64k can be used, leaving plenty of

RAM left.

Initially, JOS will only be compatible with

the hardware which I have access lo. But it

really is a simple task to write new drivers

for other hardware. So far all I have access to

is 1541 disk drives. I should be able to code

device drivers for some devices without ever

seeing them, such as an REU.

Techical Details

Technically and structurally JOS is very

advanced. Alot of the ideas have come from

reading technical papers on the web. Most

notably the technical papers about the QN'X

Reallime Operating System. They produce a

demo-disk which contains the OS, a GUI,

TCP/IP networking, a web browser and a

PPP dialer, all of which is on the one disk!

None of the bloat seen in Microsoft OSes

and even Linux. This inspired me lo make

something similar for the SupcrCPU.

JOS is a microkernel based OS, rather than a

monolithic kernel OS. A microkernel is a

system where several co-operating

processes, work together to provide the

services of an OS. So for example, in JOS,

all the memory management is done by a

memory manager process, and all console

(the screen) I/O is controlled by the console

Fs

goal. I

recently received

an email pointing

me lo Sun's web

pages on their new

cut-down and

optimised JVM

called KVM. Sun

claim that it's

code is only about

40k, and it is

certainly within

the realms of

The Internet For Commodore C64/128 Users

by G;iclyne R. Gnsson

The only C- M/128 Intermit reference guide, this 296 page manual lakes

you iliroimii haidwan! and software Deeded, how lo get online and what

you can do once you're (here. It covers Email, World Wide Web, FIT,

IRC.Tdnei, Newsgroups, C= files, archives and more.

Only 52 DM including shipping via Economy Air

Visa. MasririCiin!. Amex, am! poisooal checks welcome, Cheques payable tn:

VideoCiim Services

90 HHlim H.I. ReywIlaSlSI, SOU* Australia

l:niai]:

Fbx:+618S387-S810

WWW:liHp:/:'vi(tcoc.iin.ue[ an



process (con.drv). The same goes for other

drivers like llic serial bus driver (iecdrv) and

the commodore ftlesystem.

There has been much debate about whether a

monolithic or microkernel approach is best

when creating an OS, and I must admit lhal I

used to think that a microkernel would be

incredibly slow with all the task switching it

needs to <io. It's only when you start coding

one thai you realise just liow great they are.

This system is divided into easily managabls

chunks of code, which you can work on

seperately much easier than with a

monolithic kernel.

As for speed, the key is to have very fast and

very effective CPC tinier Process

Communication). Much is said about the

slowness of Microkernel's because they have

to copy messages between processes. JOS

doesn't suffer from this because it takes

advantage from the fact that the 65H16 has

no MMU and all memory is shared. If you

add this together with the fact that the II'C is

syncronous (sender waits for the reply), no

message copying is necessary. This provides

a significant speed increase over message

copying, but it does mean that before a

process can be terminated, it must wait until

no other processes arc using it's memory, but

that's a small price to pay.

All messages are directed towards channels.

So if a process needs to talk to other

processes, it creates a channel and waits to

receive messages on it. But how do processes

know which channels provide which

services? There are 2 system processes

which have known channel numbers, the

memory manager owns channel 0, and the

process manager owns channel I. Hut what if

you wanted to access the console? The

console process registers a name with the

process manager, say "/dev/con", and then

any process that wants to use the console

sends a message to the process manager

asking to find the channel associated with "/

dev/con" and the process manager returns

the rcsuli. Simple.

Not only is JOS multitasking but it is also

multithreading. They arc essentially the

same thing except threads run together

within a process, allowing processes to do

two things at once. Probably the best use for

Ihis is when writing a program for a GUI,

since the code to update the screen can run at

the same time as the code doing the real

work.

Alot of programs end up using common

code, such as routines to print formatted text,

and string manipulation routines, so it's a

good idea to be have this code loaded once

and have all programs share it. Thanks to the

65816's larger stack and it's data bank

register, this can be achieved in JOS without

loo much fuss. It already shares code

segments between already loaded programs

(you can load about 25 shells without

running out of memory!). Using the same

principles. shared libraries can be

implemented and used to save alot of

memory' and alot of disk space.

Another great thing for JOS is the LCC

compiler. I created a 65816 backend for this

free compiler, and it produces quite good

code. Although all of the microkernel code

and most drivers will be written in 65816

Assembler, utilities and applications can be

written in C. Not only that but since JOS is

quite similar to Unix in many ways,

programs can be easily ported. Unix carries

with it alot of historical baggage that just

isn't relevant for JOS, so i don't plan on

making it so that everything can just be

compiled straight off, but rather jusl easy to

port.

If you take that all into consideration you can

see that JOS is a pretty advanced and

effective design, much better than many

other operating systems, and even boasts

features that several operating systems didn't

have until recently, or don't even have at all.

Applications planned for JOS

These are the first things I'll be coding/

porting once there is enough of the operating

system to work with.

PPP dialer (not just SLIP)

Gzip/PKUnzip/something similar..

Telnet.

me.

Email Client.

Web Server. Simple Web browser.

I know that all sounds optimistic, but trust

me. they will all be done in time.

What would it be like in a dream

world?

We'd all be connecting to online game

servers playing c-64 games against each

other. Hey it's a possibility!

Where is JOS upto at the moment?

At this stage I need to do several things

before I can release anything that'll make

you want to throw away your PC, but it's not

far off. I suggest you check

http://www.joli64.cjb.net/jos/

every now and then to see if anything has

been released.

If you'd like to help with this project in any

way. or you'd just like more information,

send me an email at

jmaginni@postoffice.utas.edu.au

Thankyou for reading this article and I hope

it inspires any non-SuperCPU users to take

the plunge and get themselves a SuperCPU!



GEOS, the graphical user interface for the C64/128 has been

existing since 1986 - but it's already 10 years since the last update

to version 2.0. In 1993, a new version 2.5 was released in

Germany, but it didn't contain any really new features. Everything

in V2.5 was already available - you just didn't have to buy it

seperately if you upgraded to 2.5 - and this was the last big event

concerning GEOS, until now.

by Nikolaus Metz

Almost six years later, us GEOS users

finally have reason to ask ourselves wlia!

we mighl kiill be missing - more or less at the

same time, but independent from each other,

two updates to the now 13 years old GUI

were developed: "Wheels" by Maurice

Randall (in America), and "MegaPatch 3" (in

short: MP3) by Wolfgang Grimm (in

Germany). This GUI has become a hit, as can

easily be seen from the variety of applications

and utilities available on the commercial

market as well as in the Public Domain pool.

My personal archive likely contains about 35

lo 40 Megs ofGEOS stufl- and that's just an

estimate, I think it mighl be even more.

Big brother and little brother

New developments on the GEOS market

always originated in America - which isn't a

miracle, as GEOS was first developed there.

That's certainly not to say time stood still in

Germany and people there just looked across

the pond and used the products coming from

the US. In the meanwhile, IZurope has

become as active as America; TopDesk,

which was released 6 years ago and included

in ihe German GEOS version 2.5, replaced

the original DeskTop. Another development

was RAMI'roeess, which allowed the user to

integrate a variety of utilities directly into

GEOS. And last, but not least, the German

GEOS users were the first to use the

SCPU128 at a full 20 MHz with GEOS 128

V2.01.

By now, Maurice Randall (the developer of

Wheels) is working on 'Configl28 2.Is'

which will allow you to use a RAMdisk in a

SuperCPU RAMCard. No need to .say. we

will follow this CMD development and report

any new results.

The first time

The first differences between the two GLOS

updates turn up during installation: while the

MP3 setup runs only under GEOS (and under

Wheels as well), Wheels can be installed

directly from its master disk, without starting

GEOS first. This was not the case with the

first versions of Wheels; these had to be

installed from GEOS. This is a huge plus, as

ihe annoying preconfiguration process,

which, in earlier versions, could cause

problems with GeoMakcHoot, isn't needed

anymore. You simply connect all drives and

expansions, power up the computer and the

drives and start the installation on this

configuration; the components are

automatically recognized and installed. The

GEOS system disk is only needed to read the

serial number and to test if the GEOS system

is present - this is necessary because Wheels,

as well as MP3, is merely GEOS update.

The installer of MegaPatch3 must be started

from GEOS, Wheels or MP3, and. if all

drives should be immediately usable, they

have to be configured already. Users with a 16

meg RAMCard might encounter problems

under Wheels if they have preset a 16 meg

RAMDisk. as MegaPatch can only use 4

megs of ihe expansion memory. In this case,

the RAM drive has to be reconfigured later,

before finishing the installation. On the other

hand, if you've configured a RAMSI, it's

taken over without any problems.

One positive thing you notice at once is that

MP3 can he installed fmm any drive to any

other drive, even onto a RAMDisk. From

there it can be copied onto the final boot

partition or disk which can then be made

bootable using lGEOS64(l2R).MakeBoot'.

Unfortunately, Wheels1 'MakeSysDisk' will

only run if started from a real disk: at this

point we have to divide between the master

disk and a boot disk/partition. A boot disk or

boot partition can be created on any drive,

while a MasterDisk with the 'MakeSysDisk'

program necessary for the installation can

only be created on a physical (real) drive.

Therefore you'll have to find a master disk

each lime, and the installation process might

lake longer.

MP3 during

installation
Ateaa\Patck
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Toolbox (Wheels) and GEOS.Editor (MegaPatch 3)

Editor/Toolbox

13olh updates brought a huge improvement to

GEOS users by replacing the old 'Configure'

with entirely new systems. With this, you can

now configure all four drives, without having

10 look for the appropriate 'Configure'. Also,

the constraint that the fourth drive has to be a

real 1541/71/81 drive is now gone, as you

may have any drive type on all positions.

MP3 is a step ahead at this point, since it

allows 1541 and 1571 partitions on all CMD

drives, in addition to the 1581 and native

partitions offered by Wheels. However,

whenever you change the drive configuration,

you have to activate the appropriate driver by

hand, contrary to Wheels, whose Dashboard

automatically handles the changes between

1581 and native partitions. It is planned to

include this feature in

GeoDesk, loo.

Additionally, MP3 offers an MS-DOS driver

for 1581 and 1;D floppies which enables you

to copy directly between MS-DOS formatted

disks and another drive using Commodore

disks. Unfortunately, this will reduce the file

name to K plus 3 characters (for the suffix);

strangely, the dot between them is omitted.

Because of the low transfer speed, this

feature's no competition to Big Blue Reader

or GeoDos (a real 128 version of GeoDos is

planned for the near future).

One thing that hit my eye is the difference in

the way you select the RAM expansion for

the system. With Wheels, you have to repeat

the whole install procedure after adding or

removing an expansion, including selection

of mouse and printer drivers ancf so on, even

though none of these has changed and you

don't want to change them. Somehow, this

reminds me of plug'n'play - and I'm not

fascinated of it (or maybe in spite of it?) - it

just makes it all slower and more

complicated. In contrast, MegaPatch installs

its RAM area as usual, and only complains if

the selected expansion is missing or out of

order. If you want to (or have to) use another

expansion, you simply run

'GEOSM(128).Reset' and select it, and the

system reboots automatically - I find that

much easier.

With either system, 64Net users can't gel

direct access yet, however, it's possible under

MP3 using the little trick shown in the

previous issue of GO64! (7/99, p26); but

there'll have to be drivers for both updates in

the future.

Task manager

It's always nice to enrich articles like this one

with screen shots illustrating things to the

readers. MP3\s unique task manager makes

this very easy, while the competitors don't

see any necessity for this (to express it

polilily). Changing to another application or

into another document without going through

TopDesk is just as easy, as MP3's task

manager is available at nearly all times, and

has bin lew limitations.

The task manager also contains the printer

spooler that allows you to manage your print

jobs. One of the advantages this gives you is

that before a print job is executed, you can

change the driver if necessary, and can also

access other drives for this. Another is you

can keep print jobs and print ihem later, so

you'll have to take just one coffee break

instead of several ones. Also, you can select

the numbers of copies, as users of TextPrint

V3 know it.

Dashboard vs. TopDesk

Although we'll still have to wait some time

until GeoDesk arrives, TopDesk V4.1 has

much to offer and can compete with

DashBoard. On the one hand, its (mostly

German) users who've already used the

earlier versions of the DeskTop alternative

won't have to get used to another graphic

interface, particularly as its screen design has

proven its qualities. On the other hand, new

features have been added to the known ones,

such as calling the partition change routine by

clicking on the lower window bar - in earlier

times. I often got my fingers in a knot using

the C=J key combination. The dash board

doesn't require such a window bar function,

as the C=S combination it uses is far more

practical.

The newest TopDesk version even has a

particular feature that has been available in

Dashboard in a rudimentary form since its

beginning. Until now. like the Dashboard.

TopDesk always reactivated an open, inactive

window when you clicked on it, which I

found quite annoying during the testing phase

as this could take quite some lime. Wolfgang

Grimm paid serious attention to this problem

and found an elegant solution: now, if you

click on a function in an inactive window.

TopDesk switches to the window and

immediately executes the function, as it can

be done in Dashboard. Also. Megal'ateh will

mark a file in an inactive window when it's

clicked upon, and invert the file name.

Another feature 1 really liked in TopDesk is

its modern date&time display, in contrary to

Dashboard, whose German installation still

displays the time in American format and will

show a '00' next year. Unfortunately, this is

not going to change in the near future, as

Maurice Randall told me upon request: "The

Y2K problem in GEOS is limited to

applications like gcoWrite or geoPublish."

But. as he assured me, the translation of the

menues in Wheels into German language is

under way. One of the future updates to

Wheels will also contain a trashcan which is

still missing in die current version, and a

request for additional screen savers as offered



by MegaPatch is on its way.

Bui Wheels has its own advantages, like the

system directory, which holds, for instance,

the applications and fonts in native partitions,

thus separating them from ihe documents. An

application can access the system directory

and its home directory as ifthey were one, bin

in the Dashboard they appear fully seperatcd.

providing a new quality in viewing disk

contents.

Another thing that I miss desperately in

TopDesk, is the ability to create

subdirectories, a huge deficit that has io be

filled in sooner or later. You can, however,

create subdirectories in BASIC mode, but 1

usually find myself starting Wheels for this

purpose as I don't know yet if creating

subdirectories from BASIC has any effects on

existing GEOS files.

There arc some other disadvantages to

TopDesk, which aren't likely to be amended

before the release of GcoDesk: for instance,

there are but four windows with one common

mode (either icon or text display), compared

to 16 available under Wheels, each of whom

has its own mode. Another flaw of TopDesk

is its lack of a format routine for RAMDisks

and RAMLink partitions. When it comes, it

should include a security query like the one in

Dashboard, that asks the user to type the

partition number or name in addition to the

drive, which is the only way to avoid

formatting the wrong partition by mistake, as

I did some time ago.

We Could use some more speed

Both systems make use of the speed provided

by modern hardware, particularly when used

in conjunction with an SCPU and/or n

RAMLink. Normal accesses to a RAMLink

are executed five to eight times faster, and in

addition, Wheels supports the parallel

eonnection to a hard disk via the RAMLink.

This way, the Dashboard executes HD

operations about twice as fast on average. A

validate on a 16 meg native HD partition

shows an extreme speed difference: while

TopDesk needed 2000 seconds, Wheels took

a mere 560 seconds until it was done. No

wonder support for a parallel connection is on

one of the top positions on Wolfgang Grimm/

Markus Kanet's list of missing features.

Reloading the Dashboard and TopDesk are

realized in different, but efficient ways: it's

Still possible to have a RAM-TopDesk, which

should be used, since it uses only one bank of

the RAM expansion which is required

anyway. Wheels searches the available drives

for the Dashboard, beginning with the fastest

one, therefore it's an advantage to have a boot

partition on a RAMLink,

The results of my measurements up to now

can be found In a geoWrite document on the

coverdisk. rather than in a boring table that

people who aren't into GEOS wouldn't want

to read anyway. This table is not complete

yet; any user who'd like to contribute some

information can fill it in and send it back to

me - as a geoWrite file, if possible - via email

to Nikolaus.Mei/{(i;SaehscnGIiOS.fido.de. If

you do, please, don't forget to include

information OH your system configuration,

since comparison to other people's

data doesn't make sense without this

information.

Old and new

What if you want Io use old applications

under a new system? You need patches for the

applications - the more, the better. Werner

Weicht supplies patches for geoWrite,

geoPaint, geoCalc, geoChart, geoFile,

geoPublish. geoMerge, and even for geoSpcll

(written upon request of a single Mr. from

England - and no, this time it wasn't me!).

There are different versions of the patches for

the US and German versions of the programs.

The patches change the file request routines

in such a way that documents can be created

on any exisiling drive (A to D). Also,

documents can be started from any drive, if

you're using a DeskTop with this capability,

like TopDesk V3.x and up.

There's also a patch for fans of BootTrans

V2.x to make the utility run under

MegaPatch3. For those who don't know it:

BootTrans allows the user to specify a list of

files which are automatically copied to

another drive, like a RAMDisk, at boot time.

The patches are shareware and can be found

on the coverdisk and Werner Wcicht's

homepage (http://home.t-online.de/home/

wweicht/index.hlm), as well as on BBS's that

offer GEOS software. If you use them,

please, don't forget to pay the shareware fee,

to make the huge efforts pay back, and enable

further improvements. Those who notice

malfunctions in the programs can drop a

message to Werner in order to help finding

the bugs as soon as possible.

I found it interesting to observe how old

utilities perform under the new systems. With

MegaPatch, several tools have become

obsolete, like RAMProccss with FileBrowser

and similar ones; Screen shots can be made

with the system itself, and BootTrans can be

patched. However, Wheels doesn't like the

above tools and refuses to run them. Maurice

reasons with 'Safety first', meaning all

normal applications and utilities rim as well

as before, but as soon as a program wants to

manipulate the system, the command is

blocked. This attitude may be right, after all

we want to avoid imitating Bill G. (full name

known to the editors and most readers) and

his bluescreen during a presentation. For the

future, however, I hope for belter cooperation

with the programmers who want to adapt old.
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Detailshop (Wheels)

but necessary programs for the new system.

Why update?

It should be clear by now, that with either of

ihe updates, you'll need some modern

hardware lo fully exploit their potential. Afler

all, the reason these updates have been made

is that the original GEOS can't handle such

hardware without additional software. And as

soon as you've integrated a new device into

GEOS, it'll fail onthe next.

Those with only a bare C64/128, and drives

like the 1541/71/81 amlaREU 1750 certainly

won't get the idea to buy Wheels or

MegaPateh. But with only one other

component from more recent times, things

begin to look different: It's pure pleasure

working with a large KAMDisk without

having to watch the remaining space as you'd

have to with a C=1750 that offers just enough

capacity for a RAM71. Now, you can use the

full capacity of a 16 Meg RAMCard under

Wheels, and a quarter of it it" you use MP3,

while CMD'a GIZOS64 patch allows no more

than 2 Megs and a RAMS I: and under

GEOSI28, there isn't any way yet to use any

of the expansion memory. Plus, the speed of

a SCPU(12H) has been risen a little by both

patches.

Which update is the better?

German fans of GEOS, who kept using the

system during the recent years, are likely to

tend towards MP3, as with it.s TopDesk 4.1,

there won't be too many changes to adapt to,

besides the fact that it's all in German

language. However. MP3, when compared to

Wheels, shows some weaknesses concerning

its speed, which will hopefully be settled in

the near future. Equipped with a new

GeoDesk, parallel cable support and an

improved 11D-native-driver, MP3 could well

get ahead of its American competition.

I can't, and 1 won't take the decision for either

of the programs off the user; everybody has

his own opinion of what he requires of a

graphical interface and will choose

accordingly. 1 only hope I've given an

objective review and fair comparison of both

systems that will make your decision less

difficult.

I ha\ c to remark, however, that both

programmers have made a great effort to

include everything in these updates they

considered important. In my opinion, they

have admirably succeeded in this, so us

GEOS users can look ahead into the new

millenium, knowing the good old breadbox

will make it there.
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GigaCad plus for your

SuperCPU

by Wanja Gttyk

Once again, we have good news for users of a

SuperCPU. The 3-D graphics program called

"GigaCad+" was written by Stefan Vilsmcier

and Stefan Lippstreu way back in 1986, and

it's still without any competition on the 064.

Zynax

Unfortunately, it*s not only known for its

enormous capabilities but also for its slow

working speed as well. However, ii gets wings

when running on a SuperCPU combined wilh

JiffyDos - ifonly it weren't for the speed ofthe

graphics cursor, which increases as well,

practically rendering the program unusable.

That was just the impulse I needed to give the

program a try and write a small SCPU p;iich to

fix (his problem, However, Ihcjoystick button

still reacts a bit too fast, so you should only

give it a quick hit. The graphics cursor is only

stowed down with the turbo switched on; if

you disable the turbo, it will react as normal,

which means the patched version of GigaCad

can still be used without a SCPU and not cause

troubles.

Plus
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GigaCad at work. Using a Su

perCPU, it's pure fun to create

3-D graphics.

? w
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Sometimes, GigaCad gives

you impressive results.

The GO64! logo in hidden-

line mode

The patch can be found on the covcrdisk. To

adapt GigaCad plus to the SuperCPU, you'll

have to replace the (lies called "GIGA.G" and

"GIGA.II" with the new versions from our

disk. Please note that the patch works ONLY

with the program "GigaCad phis", bu! not

wilh ils predecessor, "GigaCad". To make

sure any malfunctions caused by the patch

won't affect your original, I'd also like to

recommend using llic patch on backups only.

Anyway, no bugs have been found yet.

GigaCad plus was published back in l()8fi by

the Markt&Tcchnik publishing house as a

"book t software" in German (ISBN 3-89090-

409-2). Unfortunately, the publisher states that

it's no longer available, so we recommend

looking for it on the secondhand market.

Zynax

With this month's main subject, we certainly

can't go without an arcade style game on our

disk. Zynax is a classical space shoot'em'up,

its motto being "don't ask, blast!". Please note

that some cartridges aren't compatible with

the game and should be disabled before

loading Zynax. By the way, this game's the

first in a trilogy, so your mission will

continue...

MP3 Patches

Those patches are important to enable GEOS

applications to work with MegaPatch 3, The

patches are available for the 64 and the 128

versions of MP3, in English as well as in

German language.

Unfortunately the patches had to be stuffed on

disk in the form of nip archives, due to their

number and si/c. This means that you first

have to unpack the files with UNZIP (Either

lirrol Smith's Un/ip64 or Pasi's Gunzip64) ,

then use CONVERT to convert them into

GEOS format. After that, you should always

rend the "Readme" file ("Qilte leseu"), as it

contains further important information.
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may be able to lay eggs quickly, but as far as remote data transmission is concerned, we'd

better stick to our computer. But still, haste was the reason for the development of the

"Datapump" project in the year 1991 by Perry M. Grodzinski.

by Niko Mateckl

In an excellent way, Datapump docs indeed

makes sure that fast modems can be

connected to our computers. Transfer rates of

up to 38,400 bps are quite realistic here and

allow for the phone bill to remain bearable. The

construction instructions, stored ai

miscellaneous mailboxes and p.d. traders, arc

based on the 6551 ACIA-chip and therefore

just about correspond to the renown interfaces,

Swiftlink and Datablast.

Well, that was 1991, and the instructions are

therefore already eight years old. In the

computer age, eight years is nearly forever, and

time hasn't stood still for the chips industry

cither. While Perry still needed four ICs in

order to realize this thing, only two are needed

today. 1 have implemented this modernization

for you, and the construction is quite simple as

well. The wiring diagram makes the required

components quite obvious, the cost for them

being about IS Euros. Circuits ending with a

number or letter in brackets arc those leading to

the cartridge port, but certainly you have

already guessed this. One cheap source for all

the material is:

Reichelt-Elcktronik, tel: +49 (0) 4422-9550

or fax: +49 (0) 4422-955111

So that all things are in order, I must point out

that the main construction manual by P.

Grodzinski retains full validity and that my

modernization is merely an addition or an

option when constructing it. The wiring

diagrams and the original instructions are

found on our readers' disk(inGEOS format).
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USEFUL TIP FOK THE C12»

I've written about the voltage requirements of

our computer a few times already. This subject

came up especially after the introduction of the

SuperCPU, which draws more than than the

normal power requirements from the power

supply. First, it's Important to check to sec if

your power supply can deliver the minimum

voltage of 5V. Pin 2 of the uscrport can be used

to test the voltage; you should first test the

machine without any expansion equipment

attached, that is, either user port or expansion

port devices. The voltage should read exactly 5

Volts, and an exact measurement could only be

read with a digital multimeter. Ifjust a tenth of

the power is not being supplied, it means you

have a weak power supply. The CI28,

regardless of whether it's flat or the D model,

uses a power supply with a device known as a

regulator. This device adjusts the power flow,

and is what is used to get the desired 5 Volts.

I here is only line regulator, so it's not possible

to switch it. It is advantageous in every case to

set the regulator from 5.15 to 5.20, With this

little trick you can reserve enough power from

the power supply for your power hungry

expansion devices, REU, RAMLink, SCPU,

etc. So you can strengthen your power supply

without having to build a whole new power

supply.
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Change the
video standard

of your C64/128
N FoC

During the last few years, the 64 scene has become a lot more

international than it was earlier in the 80's. At that time, people

hardly looked across the big pond, but today, everyone's quite

aware of the existence of two rather different C64 systems.

by Nicolas Welie

We're talking about the different video

Standards used in the U.S. and Europe

- PAL-B versus NTSC-M. Problems occur,

particularly when using games or demos

written for one system and then used on the

other system. The development of the GilOS

update called "Wheels" was delayed as well,

due to the differences between the two

systems. First, there are different screen

formats, a problem mostly games and demos

struggle with. Secondly, the computers have

slightly different clock rates, while those of

the floppy drives are always the same. Some

fast loaders can get confused with this.

Furthermore, the realtime TOD clocks in the

CIA's have different timings, although their

timing docs not depend on the video timings

but on the frequency of the mains power.

However, due to historic reasons, the

frequency of the mains power is equal to the

video frame rate. Unfortunately, the clock

source of the CIA TOD clocks can't be

adjusted without massive hardware changes.

if you're a developer and want to make sure

your software is compatible, or ifyou want to

run software written for one system with the

hardware of the other, you might like to have

both variants in your collection. It's simple

for PC users; the latest CCS64 beta emulator

lets you choose between three (!) different

video timings. However, those who don't

own a PC or don't want to use one will either

have to import a C64 or convert one of their

own. This article gives a detailed description

of how to do such a conversion.

No matter what kind of 64 you're converting,

you always need two parts - a VIC'-II of the

other video system, along with a quartz

crystal of the other clock rate. Hie exact type

numbers can be found in the table and in the

list of parts at the end of this article. Luckily,

the VIC is socketed in all 64's; however, the

crystal has to be desoldered. Also, you'll

have to manipulate a jumper.

Some theory

Just what is it that we're converting? To

understand that, we have to understand how

the different frequencies are generated in a

C64. The crystal is the primary clock source,

supplying a 17.734472 MHz clock on PAL

systems and 14.31818 MHz on NTSC

systems. On the one hand, the clock circuitry

serves as the color clock, which is directly fed

into the VIC-H, which in turn uses this signal

to generate the color subcarrier frequency by

dividing the color clock by four, and thus

results in a 4.43 MHz signal on PAL systems

and 3.58 MHz on NTSC. On the other hand,

the signal is effectively divided by 18/8 (14/

8), resulting in the dot clock (7.88 or 8.18

MHz). The dot clock is also fed into the VIC,

where it's used to clock the internal pixel

shift register, and divided by 8, which finally

provides us with the system clock, phiO

(0.985 MHz on PAL, 1.02 Mils, on NTSC).

It's this system clock from which the VIC

derives the whole video timing; namely the

duration of each raster line and of each full

frame. On PAL systems, a raster line ends

after 63 cycles of phiO, alter 65 on NTSC. A

new frame begins every 312 raster lines on

PAL or 263 on NTSC systems. There's even

an old variant of the NTSC chip that uses 64

cycles per line and 262 lines per frame.

The conversion is the same for all models of

the C64 and C128; however, there are some

differences tO note. First of all, you've got to

find out the exact kind of computer you have.

There are 8 different C64 boards, seven of

which have an ID number listed in the table.

128 users are more lucky, as there are no

more than two different types; the flat one

and the D version in the plastic casing have

the same board, while the C128DCR (the one

in the metal housing) has the floppy board

integrated on the system board (besides some

other changes). I know of the existence of a

C128CR prototype (like a C128DCR, just

without the disk drive), but 1 don't know if it

was ever produced. Also, I don't own any

circuit plans of this machine. However, it

should be possible to draw conclusions from

the information available on the two other

types of the 128.

Next, you look up the type number of the

required VIC-1I chip, based on the type of

machine you own and the kind of conversion

you want to make. Unfortunately, the 65xx

and 85xx versions of the VIC-II require

different voltages, making it impossible to

exchange a 65xx with a B5xj£. Also, the chips

of the 65xx series are hard to get nowadays,

because they were only made by Commodore

until 1986; from 1987 they used the 85xx

versions. On the other hand, the 65xx series

offer a better picture quality, which makes

them worth their cost. However, you should

avoid two versions; the 6567 R5 (also called

6567 R5 6A) and the 6569 Rl. These early

versions don't run as stable as the later ones;

they require some special adjustments on the

board, and their picture looks worse. Even

more, the video timing of the early 6567

deviates from its successors! Given these

facts, I don't recommend converting a C64

which is equipped with one of these old VIC

versions. The result won't satisfy you. C128

users don't have to make such choices,

because there's only the 85xx variant of this



video chip, whose pinout is incompatible back of ihese machines is there for good

with the C64 version, of course. reason!

Where's the chip?

Now you'll have to locate the VIC-II inside

your computer. If your 64 has a simple piece

of cardhoard with an aluminium layer as a

shieldi you can simply fold it back, and

you should find a .somewhat larger metal box

on the board. In very old models, this box has

a cover that can be opened using a flat-blade

screwdriver; alas, on other models, the box is

made of a single part and even soldered into

the board... So, your only rescue will be a

strong soldering iron. Instead of !he

aluminium-covered cardboard, some 64's

have a massive metal shielding which is held

some screws. If so, the ViC will have no

extra casing. The newer 64s (after 19R7)have

no casing around the VIC, no matter what

kind of shieldi. contain. There are also

a few 64's with a Minplc aluminium angle

glued to the VIC as a heatsink. With a C128,

the situation is similar. After removing [he

metal shielding, you'll find a metal box

whose cover you have to open.

Unfortunately, owners of a plastic C128D

will have to work their way to the main board.

First, remove the floppy drive's board, the

plastic front, and then the drive and the power

supply. After doing this, go on as with a

12SDCR, which has the metal box without

any further shielding, lying directly below the

power supply. Remember to handle the

power supply carefully. Hold it at its metal

frame only; never louch any of its parts.

Some models of the 128 have a switching

power supply with no protection against

touching. The high voltage warning on the

The changes

The next step is to take a look at the numbers

printed on the 64 board in order to identify

which kind of board you have; 128 owners

will likely know it on first sight. With this

information, you can look up the part number

and location of the V1C-1I chip in the table

and carefully remove it from its socket. Now

we come to the crystal. The old one is

dcsoldercd (which should pose no problem

because it has only two connectors) and

replaced with the new one. However, the

jumper or solder point might be a little more

difficult. On real old 64's there's a piece of

wire that has to be removed and put in at

another position. On newer models, it has to

be either removed or put in. and on the C64E

and all models of the C128, there's just a

jumper point which is either open or closed.

In order to close it, apply a little drop of

solder on it; to open it, you either have to

remove the solder on its surface or cut the

narrow line between the two contact pads.

Now you're ready to install the new VIC-IT -

watch the alignment of the notch - and do the

first test. Of course, you must use the right

kind of monitor. The TV output likely won't

function properly anymore. Modem TV sets

should offer the best chances, because their

video inputs mostly have multi-standard

capabilities. Last, you have to fine-tune the

frequency of the "color subcarrier" by

adjusting the little trimmer until the picture

looks good to you; it should be colorful, and

adjoining lines in the power-up screen should

have exactly the same color. Those who have

the test screen program from 64cr magazine

can use it, of course. Please note that in the

newer 64's and the 128, it's not

recommended !o use a metal screwdriver to

adjust the trim capacitor; the adjustments

would be difficult to make. You can use a

metal screwdriver if need be, but you'll have

to lift it off each lime you change the

adjustment to sec what the screen looks like.

Finally, when the picture looks acceptable,

you can put the machine together again, in the

reverse order as you took it apart, and have

fun with a C64 from a different world!

List of parts:

NTSC to PAL: quartz 17.734472 MHz,

VIC-II 6569, 8565 or 8566, depending on

model

PALto NTSC: quartz 14.31818 MHz. VIC-

II 6567, R562 or 85M, depending on model

Sources:

1. Commodore C64 Service Manual. March

1992,314001-03

2. Commodore C128/C128D Service

Manual, November 1987, 314001-OH

Model

C64

C64A

C64B

C64B-2

C64B-3

C64E

C128/C128D

C128DCR

PCB-ASSY

326298

250407

250425

250441

250466

250469

310379

250477

VIC-II Position

U19

U19

U19

U19

U19

U7

U21

U21

Trimmer

Position

R27

R27

CT1

CT1

CT1

CT1

C20

CT1

VIC-II PAL

type no.

6569

6569

6569

6569

6569

8565

8566

8566

Jumper PAL

E1-E2

E1-E2

J2 closed

J2 closed

J2 closed

J3 closed

J1 closed

J1 closed

VIC-II NTSC

type no.

6567

6567

6567

6567

6567

8562

8564

8564

dumper Nl

E1-E3

E1-E3

J2 open

J2 open

J2 open

J3 open

J1 open

J1 open

Table: List of the technical details of the particular models
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Shoot 'til
i—. ^ _,

fall off
Action games - a timeless fascination. They have been popular ever since the beginning of the

computer era. Starting with the forerunner of all action games, 'Space Invaders', to the

bestsellers of the 80s, like 'Katakis1 and later on 'Crush', they share a never-changing and

straightforward game concept - shoot 'til your thumbs fall off.

by Helmut 'Katakis" Meg and Volker Rust

"technical Support:

Christoph "Catweaxii 6510" Oelun

II is jusi ihis basic simplicily lhat makes

"shoot'em up' games so popular. Who really

Wants lo rc:id endless rhllliuals and bother with

thousands of fosinres ult the limol Hen; we'd

like to glvo you a short survey (if some <if Ihc

games without which playing would only be

halt the fun.

The forerunner of all action games - ipoyhe

even the first of all - was 'Space Invaders', As

shown by Us innumerable clones, like

'Calaga', 'Handits' and laier on 'Slur Korer1

and its successor 'Mcj;h Star Korcc', this

game concepl has pmved lo be of unsurpassed

popularity; a spaceship at the bottom half Of

the screen 1ms lo destroy, groups of enemies

thai occupy the upper half of ihc screen. New

features, like culra weapons or barriers lo

shield ihc player's sprite, wen; refined over the

years and added 10 the concept's possibilities.

'Starforce' stands mil, doe to the metallic look

in ils graphics and its treat sound effects.

'Moon Patrol' and its successors

0 ■';■■■■_■■
One of ihe first scrolling 'shool'em up" gaums

was 'Moon I'litrol' by Atari in I9K3. Even this

early, the game had a kind of pseudo-parallax

scrolling, though ils graphics showed a lot OF

single pixels. The game concepl (a moon

buggy drives from left to right and has to evade

potholes, rocks, mines anil attacking UI;Os) is

extremely simple but indisputably brilliant and

111
exciting enough to be

fun lo play even after all

these years. Another

nice idea is the

mountains you have to

drive through. As early

as 19X3, 'Moon Patrol"

had music in the

background, and thus

music became common

in games from then on.

'ftattlc Valley" in a way

is an evolution of this

game concept. Players chouse lit direct cither

a lank or a helicopter through desert

landscar*:, enemy fire, anil the like. With the

helicopter, you have to collect pontoons in

order to repair bridges in ihc tank's way.

Considering the graphic design, ihc game is

raiher average, and tlic music by 'Maniacs of

Noise" gels on ..'jour nerves in no lime:"

However, the game concepl oilers some

good ideas and is good fun. though il is a

Hide tricky.

'Silkworm' by Sales Curve in 19HK has

much less strategy but a lot more shooting.

Missions have to be fulfilled eiiher willi a

helicopter or an armored car and consist of

fighting against attacking formations in

levels that scroll horizontally. We especially .

like llie two-player mode which is good for

some entertaining . ■side-by-side bnitles.

Uniiwlunately. Mime of the enemies relura a

in ii too often, a fact thai nulumlly

diminishes ihc good impression' the design

Domlnator

Icli. '-Silkworm's successor, 'Swiv', is noi

as convincing; it slill keeps the twit-player

mode, but the perspective has changed to

a hind's eye view, scrolls vertically, and

strongly recalls games designed with the

S.E.U.C.K. ('Shiwl'Iini Up Construction

Kit').

Vertical Scrollers
.„

There are rather few vertically-scrolling

games for the C&4, at Icasi as far as high

quality is concerned. Apparently, the

S.K.U.C.K. editor deterred many

programmers from designing games with

a similar game design, and thus ihe result

is thai there arc. very lew pearls in this

field. In 1986 'Ljfihtforee' was released,

in its day a very well-designed game with

excellent music by Rob Huhhard. Three

years later. System 3 proved Ihiil it is

Galaga Bandits Silkworm
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a Iways possible io.be better, 'Dominalor'

matches the lalesl games in graphic artwork,

but you have to be content willi only sound

effects instead of music during ihe game.

Nevertheless, if yon compm- the; various

vertical scrollers with each other, 'Dominaior'

is still flic creme de la crcmc. Hannes Sommcr

of Cosmos Designs released 'Moons' in 1992,

1 he first vertical scroller with 16-color scrolling

and a game concept in between 'Space

Invaders'and 'Light force", but rcgreuably there

an; some quite difficult parts, and the colored

artwork sometimes Seems a little oui-of-place

mil! oddly pieced together. '*<"" your cars,

there's a mixtun: of sound ellecls. music, and

short jingles which seem lo be a bit arbitrarily

chosen.

Horizontal Scrollers

The first serious.horiaonlal scrullcr with a

controllable spaceship appcaiud on the market

in 1983. 'Scramble' by Anirog Software does

nut scroll really smoothly, bul instead it offers

i nielligen i gameplay with a slowly rising

degree of difficulty. Players have to fiy over a

moon landscape, deslroy enemy rockets, and

bomb fuel tanks. The game is a fascinating

opportunity to examine ihe beginnings of

'shoot'em up' games, and the simple means

with which a stimulating game can be

designed.

'Uridium' by Andrew Braybrook was released

in 1986 by Hewson and has a most inlcrcsling

Katakis

Uridium

slory. Players have In leapfrog giant enemy

spaceships, land on them, and finally destroy

them. 'Uridium' was the first game in which

flight directions - either left or right - were

freely sclecuble. The idea, loo. was completely

new. and ihe game has a very high speed. The

dissolving ofi'nlbe giam spaceships when

destroyed is preprogrammed. There are lots of

challenging levels; hul overall, the game is a

little loo tricky. The negative sides are a lack of

music I good sound effects instead) and sprites

thai arc a little monotonous, bul it should not

be forgotten that the game

has been around lor some

years and still is very

exciting.

■K-Type' by Irem(1987) is

ihe lirsv action game

Manfred Tien?, and Andreas

Ivicher designed for thc.Cfifl.

The firsi thing you'll notice

is the gieat title track by

Chris Huelsbeck. The

in-game,music by Ramiro

Vaca fits' very well with the

mood, loo; in comparison to

ihe original arcade machine

music, the tempo has gone up a little.

Simultaneous sound effects are added, which

enhance thu feeling of taking part in a tval

shoot -out. Nevertheless, ihe gameplay could be

improved. The spaceship moves too slowly and

needs a speed-up extra to be real fan lo fly.

After a while, it becomes apparenl lhai ihcre is

a deplorable lack of new ideas in the design of

the different

levels. Some

good ideas thai

make playing

less

monotonous

should not go

unmentioned.

e.g., a giant

spaceship in

level 3, lhough

it moves a little

loo slowly.

Again, ihe

graphics are

radar

excellent, but at

limes, ihe

compound

R-Type

sprites move unnaturally, especially when

meeting the linal adversaries.Overall, 'R-Type'

is convincing as a good game, bul from level 5

on, it becomes much loo difficult.

Another representative of ihe horizontal

scrollers genre is 'Into Oblivion/]O' by

Hrcbird (1987). The metallic design looks

great. There's no in-game music bul very good

sound effects. The concepi of the game puts a

strong emphasis on strategy. Thus, it's no use to

continually tire, because the groups of enemies

■Mm

Crush

reluni in ever-changing formations, sometimes

in circular form, sometimes in that of a sinus

curve. Strikingly, the whole game consists of

only one file. From an overall poini of view,

the degree of difficulty of the game is loo high:

there is every reason to count ii among the

hardest 'shool'em urt1 games. Moreover, the

e&tra weapons system is not the most reliable

(extras change when ship is hit).

One of the most important games of all time

seems lo be ' Kulukis1 by Manfred Trenz: and

Andreas Kscher. released by Rainbow Arts in

1987. There has been no better design of levels

ever since its release. It's just this '.■cry point in

which so many of ihe nem generation action

games bil: even ihe brand-new "Crush* cannoi

compete with 'Katakis*. There's rarely a game

more sophisticated than 'Katakis'. one of ihe

most well-planned games of all lime. The

gameplay is just brilliani and offers lois of fun,

even after the fiftieth play. Sprites and graphics

look magnificent and haw lots of \-ariaUon.

The space glider's weapons can be enhanced in

\-arious levels: different esira weapons and
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Armalyte

guided missiles can be added. Moreover,

there's the famous super fire. The soundtrack

definitely is one ofthe best ever composed by

Chris Huelsbcck. It fits into the atmosphere

of the different game scenes and is

accompanied by sound effects. liven the fast

!oad by Heureka Teachware leaves a positive

impression; it's one of the fastest ever on the

C64, and it takes only five seconds to load a

level. Though the collision control is not all

too accurate, a positive side effect is that

exact maneuvering isn't essential in

situations where your back is to the wall.

Yet, a game of such high quality as 'Katakis'

has a few weak points, even if they're only

technical flaws. The final adversaries are

composed of more than one sprite and tend to

flicker. The same problem can also be

observed with other enemy sprites. If too

many sprites are gathered on the screen, at

limes the multiplexer suffers from an

overload, and the scrolling that normally was

very smooth starts jolting for a few seconds.

But in general, 'Katakis' is the one and only

game all others are compared with, and its

artwork still has not met its master.

"Nemesis', 'Salamander', and 'Delta1

(1987-88) are all based on the same system of

extra weapons, that is, the 'collect-as-many-

poinls-as-you-can-and-then-pick-an-extra-

weapon-fiom-the-menu-at-thc-bottom-the-

more-points-you-havc-lhe-cooler-the-

weapon-you-get-when-moving-the-joystick'

principle. Although this might not be the best

solution, it certainly has produced a lot of

imitations. However, these three games are

typical representatives of their type,

horizontally-scrolling games, with "Nemesis'

being the besl, because it is very varied and

has secret levels as well as the best artwork.

"Salamander' has good implementation but

has some flaws in the gameplay, e.g. a level

design that is not all too interesting. 'Delta'

suffers from a lack of color but is fun to play

anyway, although its successor ' Armalyte* is

way better. One year after its predecessor,

'Armalyte' was released in 1988 by

Thalamus. The whole design recalls a

-..THEKASTER- *--
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Enforcer

metallic look and is completely acceptable,

if not a bit boring after a while. The levels

are designed in a fair and balanced way but

require a certain strategic talent in some

parts. They are never truly unfair, but the

level of trickiness remains high throughout

the whole game. One negative feature is a

lack of music, though replaced by good

sound effects that also have a metallic

sound. Obviously, the shots were designed

with less care, consisting of too many pixels.

It :s possible to improve the fire, not in the

sense of'Katakis' or 'Enforcer' with varied

systems of shots, but with a tail gun or guns

on the upper or lower side of the ship. The

game's sprite multiplexer has the positive

effect of completely preventing any

flickering or jolting.

1989 seemed to be the year of the dragon;

dragons took the leading parts in two of the

year's action games. First, Draynn Breed'

by Irem offers a good audio sample in the

intro, but its gameplay is a little poor, and it

clearly occupies a place behind games like

'Katnkis' or 'R-Type'. What's completely

new is the 5-way scrolling that makes moves

up or down possible. 'Saint Dragon' by

Sales Curves returns to traditional values of

the horizontal scroller genre and has a lot in

stock for your eyes and cars. Unfortunately,

the game lias no sound effects and only one

piece of music, though it's a good one. The

design is absolutely new and independent

from any of its predecessors, giving a new

charm to the traditional landscapes of

"shoot'em up' games. Image Works also

made a good start with'Phobia' from 1989;

the graphics show a lot of care, and for the

first time, players have the option to choose

in which level to continue after the

completion of another level. On the other

hand, there's no music and the effects are a

little rough. Moreover, the level design is by

no means perfect.

From 1989 as well, 'X-Out' by Rainbow

Arts lias a very nice pixeled intro that puts

players on the bottom of the sea. Andreas

Escher's in-game graphic artwork is of very

X-Out

high quality and never becomes boring.

Another positive is the design of the levels, a

well-balanced mixture with a little bit of

everything. Something not yet seen before in

any other action game is the shop where parts

of ships can be purchased. The points in your

score serve as currency. This new invention

allows you io individually add to your

glider's abilities and add satellites and extra

fire. Overlay sprites were used very

successfully to improve the look of the

spaceships. Music and sound effects by Chris

Huelsbcck were produced by FAME and

again manage to keep their high quality.

But on a technical level, 'X-Out' belongs to

the games of lower quality. The limited 5-

way scrolling jolts a bit, and a large amount

of sprites on the screen makes the scene look

like it was filmed in slow motion. The final

adversaries look good and surely represent a

challenge, but similar to 'Katakis', they

flicker from time to time. The compound

sprites sometimes show cracks. At times, it is

hard to fight the feeling that someone forgot

the fast load in this game, because loading

one level can take up to two minutes.

In 1991 CP released two real 'shoot'cm up1

free-for-all's at once. 'Lethal Zone' on

Golden Disc is a game that impresses with an

independent design and nice artwork. It has

sound effects and music playing at the same

time during the game. Unfortunately, it is

very hard to play and therefore not very

exciting, not easy to use without the training

mode. Released by the Game On 12/91 disk

magazine. 'Plural' by Cosmos Designs is at

once recognizable as a high-quality clone of

'Armalyte'. Its graphics strongly resemble

that of its model, though it is not as good. The

option for two-player mode is an extra

motivation. However, it has to be mentioned

that the game is extremely difficult, and at

times when many enemies are present, it is

rather confusing to determine which was hit

and which was not, because the explosions of

enemies continue along their former

trajectories. The extra weapons system has

been improved in comparison to its



predecessor; spheres open when hit ami

reveal certain extras. They arc placed in a

way that insures a constant improvement of

fire. Bui again, there is no in-game music.

'Plural' is one of the least widely known

games by Hannes Sommer but surely one of

his best. *,

From Italy - 'til then known to be more or less

one of the 'Third World' countries of

programming - 'Catalypse' by Gcnias

appeared on the market in 1992. It offers a

good intro which puts players in the right

mood for a real "High Noon', though the

speech samples are nearly indecipherable.

There are certain similarities with

'Armalyte', but lliey can easily be

overlooked. Only the fourth level is i\

drawback in design, because the background

consists solely of a simple grating. Instead,

great final adversaries and the last sequence

compensate for that.

In the same year, Manfred Trenz, alias 'The

Master', was back on the scene. After

virtually ending his programming career for

C64s with "Turrican II', he produced

another action game classic called 'Enforcer'

(CP). The graphics are in part recycled from

earlier projects, but the game has enough new

ideas to clearly distinguish it from its

predecessors. For the first time, Manfred

TTBia uses a concept of energy charge for his

glider so that collisions with enemies do not

necessarily result in a loss of life each time.

Markus Siebold's music .seems a little more

neutral than the music in earlier games by

Trenz but nevertheless captures the mood and

is accompanied by excellent sound effects.

Regrettably, the game has only a length of six

levels.

'Parsec' by X-Ample was released in 1993

by CP and starts off with a nice intro. It, too,

is a successor of'Armalyte', and at times its

graphic design is oven better. One criticism

would be that it is composed of three tough,

relatively long, shooting levels only,

followed each by a level that requires high

reaction speed. We miss satellites to shield

the player's ship, but the fantastic music by

Thomas Detert makes up for a lot.

The latest game in the genre of the horizontal

scrollers is 'Crush' by AEG/Smash Designs

(1999), one ofthe high-quality 'shoot'em up'

games in the lavish Katakis-style. There's not

much left to be said after the thorough test in

our June issue, only that it is definitely not the

best action game ever. It's 'just' a very good

one.

Jump'n'Shoots

One of the forerunners of the Jump'n'Shoot

genre undoubtedly is 'Hawkeye' by

Thalamus (1988). It has line graphic artwork,

big final adversaries, different types of

weapons, and parallax scrolling along with

great music by Jeroen Tel. The animation of

the hero is a real success, but the game is not

all too exciting to play for long time. The

concept of the game (player has to run

through levels and collect items) has been

copied more than once and perfected

afterwards by others. Unfortunately, the

game is not available for the CUR.

'Darkswnrd' was released in 1990 by CP

and is a kind of minimized variant of

'Hawkeye'. Players have to cover three levels

where items have to be collected and enemies

killed, all this without any sound effects,

though replaced by music.

'Turrican tX& H' (1990-91) by Manfred
Trenz/Andreas Escher/Rainbow Arts are two

of the most style-defining action games there

are. 'Turrican" is the first game ever with

perfect S-way scrolling. Its levels are next to

endless; it takes weeks to discover their last

depths and to collect the last diamonds, so

that exploring the 'Turriean' world never

loses its fascination, in particular because the

design is brilliant and manages to create a

very absorbing atmosphere. Graphics and

sounds are excellent, even though there is no

in-game music, which would most probably

have exceeded the memory capacity anyway.

There are a few pieces of music that are true

masterpieces. In the middle of the game, in

levels 3,! and 3.3, the hero's path is

predetermined (vertical scrolling, Turrican

flies by means of the jelpack first up and then

down), which provides variety and permits

music,

'Turrican II' offers even more adversaries

and great level design with three Katakis-

style flying levels as extra worlds that have

parallax scrolling. If you compare the flying

levels on the CM or the Amiga, you will find

they have been implemented even better in

the breadbox, and the game even has a

multiplexer. The last level's structure

strongly resembles that of level 3.1 in

'Turrican I' (jetpack), and again music and a

giant final adversary are waiting for you.

At times the game suffers from graphics

errors that in very few cases can even disturb

the game's course. It doesn't have the fastest

load, but in every other respect, the game is

absolutely fantastic (the player's sprite looks

especially great) and has lots of different

extra weapons, enemies, and giant levels for

the action game fan.

Another famous clone of the Hawkeye's

game concept is 'Another World', which

was released on the Golden Disc of 1991 and

should not be confused with the game of the

same name for Amiga and PCs. The

gajnepiay has been amplilied; players have lo

collect crystals which arc needed to complete

the construction of teleports that lead to other

levels or to other regions of the same level.

The graphics are appropriate, considering the

techniques used at the time (overlay-sprites),

and even the background design looks great.

What's strange is the frequency with which

the game crashes, a flaw that the manual

explains by 'high technical demands'. Doubt

remains whether a belter solution could not

have been found.

'Rubicon' by 21st Century Entertainment in

1992 was seen as an unofficial successor of

'Ilawkeye'. It does indeed have an intro with

Lethal Zone Plural Rubicon
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excellent digital music by Jeroen Tel. The

game itself offers numerous, very finely

pixeled adversaries and landscapes with

parallax scrolling. Nearly all of the monsters

are animated very well and even the monsters

in the middle of the different levels compare

favorably with the final adversaries of other

games. Unfortunately, the weapons system

was designed with less care; only four

variants of fire exist. Scrolling is only

possible in one direction. But on the other

hand, it has simultaneous music and sound

effects during the game, and the design of the

levels is very good.

It was only in the following year that two

more games of a similar concept were

released; 'Greysturm' (CP) and 'Genloc'

(Mark! & Technik) were exact copies of the

Hawkeye's game concept, though they were

technically of much higher quality.

Unfortunately, 'Genloc' in particular is much

too difficult so that playing without a cheat

poke is nearly not possible. X-Ample should

have paid as much attention to that as to the

perfect technical implementation. [n

'Greystorm', more thought was put into the

gameplay (with cooperation of X-Ample). Its

levels have a sensible level of difficulty and

are not simply plastered with enemies.

Game Producer Released In Genre Difficulty
T^o-player-

moda
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Grade

per-
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Tutorial

A

BASI
Dealing with tables, Boolean mathematics, and

the division with and without remainder

You are cordially invited to GO64!'s second BASIC project! Welcome! Just like the first project (which

you can read in the GO64! issues 10 to 12/98), this project was started in response to a reader's

demand. In issue 4/99, Hansjoerg Meduna asked on page 31 for a calendar program, one of the kind

that provides us with the day of the week of a given date. Your wish is our command!

by A null Dettke

A Look Ahead

Ai llic same time, this issue is a wonderful

opportunity lo add a real application to the

menu system of the first project. Thus, you

will be shown how the mere menu handling

of BP1, that served no other purpose, can be

turned into a real application -- and what you

have to be on the look-out for. In addition,

the calendar theme makes it necessary for us

to take a look at tables. In order to move in

interdependent tables, a programmer often

has to determine in which line and column a

value resides, so that he may find the

corresponding value in the next table. Here

you will see how this problem is solved. To

do that, we need the division with integer

results (other computer languages have the

operator DIV for that), and we need to

determine the remainder of a division (this is

called "modulo" or MOD). Very often, we

will also have to deal with truth values (is the

comparison correct, or is it not correct?} that

are displayed in the computer as numbers

and that can therefore be used for the

computation of other numbers (Boolean

mathematics). You see, once more we have

made big plans, haven't we'.'

A Look Back

Unfortunately, C64 BASIC has the

unpleasant characteristic that variables are

valid everywhere in the program, even where

it isn't useful at all, for instance in

subroutines. Therefore, variable names have

to be chosen in such a manner that they don't

come into conflict with other parts in the

program, where the values they currently

hold may be dumped for some other reason.

In BPI 1 had proposed this reason — to

structure your programs modularly and to

use just the few variables necessary. We then

gathered a basic selection of program

modules, which was supposed to give us all

the freedom possible for further programs. In

order to avoid wrecking our current plans for

a calendar program, we have to know which

variables are already used by the menu

system and in what function. In the box

"Variables of the Menu System", you will

find all modules from BPI together with

their purpose and the variables used. With

this, we have then taken care of the

prerequisites for our BP2.

The Plan

Our calendar program won't be a perfect

application; it won't supersede already

existing calendar programs. First of all, we

will forego a printing option which would

seriously distract from the real subject and

and which would be more suitable for an

item in a future BASIC project. Then we will

limit our display to a single month and not

try to gel an entire year on the screen all at

once. We also leave out the determination of

holidays, because otherwise, the display

routine would have to be substantially more

complex than I have in mind here. After all.

our project is supposed to induce you to take

up the programming pen yourself. We have

lo leave you something demanding to do, I

Ihink. Once finished, our program is

supposed to look as shown in picture 1.

To the left there is a big box for the chosen

month: to the right the only menu — a status

display; and beneath that, if required, an

input box. We will work with the font

designed by Ralph Schmicdcr, which can be

used in a very simple way to simulate a

graphical-looking environment like

GEOS's. Detailed information on that (char

table and so on) can be found in issue 12/98.

The long number at the top and to the right in

the month box is the so-called Julian date for

June 3, 199° — something like the "stardatc"

in Star Trek. From that we will calculate the

number of days between two dates.

A Little Bit of Calendar Trivia

It would be so wonderfully simple, if the

earth exactly spun around itself 365 times

(iuring a year. Then the year and the day

would perfectly fit, and there wouldn't be all

that computing. But neither month nor year

are integer multiples of the basic unit day —

just the other way around. There are

manyfold ways to determine the length of a

year exactly. Currently in astronomy, the so-

called tropical year or solar year is
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commonly used. l! is defined by the point of had November).

time when the sun passes the middle spring

point on her apparent path over the celestial

sphere. From one earthly revolution lo the

neat, one counts exactly 365 days, 5 hours,

48 minutes and 46.98 seconds; or (decimal)

365.2422 average solar days.

Ever since mankind has been able to do

agriculture, it has also created calendars in

order to begin farming at the best time

possible. At first, the moon was used to

measure time (in Ihe area of oriental belief, it

is this way even today). Then the ancient

Greeks invented a mixture between the lunar

and the solar year, which had the flaw of

quite arbitrarily adding entire leap months.

The Roman. Julius Caesar, ended this chaos

and introduced a calendar that was made for

365.25 days, the Julian calendar. It was

adopted by the Christian church and had

been valid in Catholic areas until October 4.

1582. Protestant regions all over the earth

changed only very much later to the next and

currently mosl commonly used calendar, the

Gregorian (named after the pope who had

ordered its design and later introduced it).

The Gregorian calendar calculates the year

as 365.2425 days, nearly exactly matching

the iropical year. In the year 4915, it will be

one day off only 3,333 years after its

introduction. On the day of the Gregorian

calendar's introduction, the people

introducing it made 10 complete days

officially disappear from that year. Thursday,

October 5, 15K2 was followed by Friday,

October 15 -- the Julian calendar had already

been off thai many days. By the way, this is

also the reason why we are talking about Ihe

"October Revolution"; Russia still used to

use the Julian calendar then (here we already

The Gregorian calendar works especially

well, because it has a cleverly designed

system of leap days built in. Inserted every

fourth year into February, leap day comes in

the years that can be divided by 4 without a

remainder. The exception to this rule arc the

full centuries: for instance, the year 1900 is

no leap yflar, 'lliis is known to few people.

And very, very few have heard about the fact

thai all those full centuries which can be

divided by 400 without a remainder arc leap

years, like the coming year 2000! You see,

now you are a member of a small group of

chosen wise ones, and this only because you

are reading GO64!. Now, is this something,

or what?

All right. Let's enter:

5500 Sj=(j/4Q0)=(INT(j/4001):IF sj THEN

5515

5505 E3=lj/100)=IINT(j/100)):IF sj THEN

SJ=N0T sj: GOTO 5515

5510 Sj-Cj/il-IINTlj/i))

5515 IF sj THEN PRINT- leap year":END

5520 PRINT -not a leap year-;END

And to check it out, let's try the following:

3-1999: GOTO 5500

The result is going to be the answer, "not a

leap year". 1990 isn't one, is it? Change the

number behind "j=" and toy around a bit

with it. The answer is going to be always

correct, as long as you don't go below the

"magical" year of 15K2. Before that, ihe

Julian rules were valid, and the answers of

our algorithm would be wrong. And how

does that exactly work? Ilche, I have already

tricked you into using some operations of

Boolean mathematics and calculating with

remainders. Just look at the value the variable sj

has taken after every trial run. You will .sec that

there will only be two values given: zero or

minus one! If it's zero, then it has not been a

leap year; whereas if it's minus one, it has been

a leap year. Those two values have the same

meaning, as if we said yes (-1) or no (0)! Thus,

our algorithm provides for the question. "Is

xnxx a leap year?" 'Hie answer — "Yes. it is" or

"No, it isn't". This answer is conveyed in the

variable sj.

A Little Mathematical Trivia

Have you been marvelling about the two equals

signs in the UAS1C lines given above? I hope

not, because the comparison between the two

values is dealt with during variable allocation in

the same way as if it stood behind the Command

IF. Therefore, we could also have written:

5530 IF [3/40QJHDJTC1/40QI1 THEN 5515

According lo the other lines, why should we do

this way anyway? lim, 1 do want to get into this

a little bit further with you, and later on, it

would be advantageous if the information "leap

year yes or no" is available at any place in the

program. Thus, these BASIC lines will end up

in our finished program nearly just the way they

currently are. in addition, you now know that

during comparisons in BASIC, a numeric value

is created, 0 or -I. These numbers are called

truth values or Boolean values (named alter

their inventor), and you may calculate with

them.

"Division with and without remainder" -■ this

has also been already used in the example

above. Unfortunately, our BASIC has no

modulo function, which would directly provide

you with the remainder of a division, making

everything much easier. Instead of 1999 MOD 4

(with a result of 3). we have to help ourselves

with another function that has actually nothing

to do with division at all, namely INT. You

probably know that INT will turn a floating

point number (e.g. "10.4") into an integer (yes.

that's INTeger); INT(10.4) returns 10. In the

process, everything behind the decimal point i.s

cut off, The same also happens if the function is

given a division as the argument: INT(l999/4)

therefore returns 499 and no! the more exact

value of 499.75. We take advantage of this very

fact in the example above. On the one hand, we

divide the year correctly without manipulating

the result; on the other hand, we turn the result

into an integer value. Then we compare both

results in order to find out if they differ. If the

result is the same in both instances (which will

only happen if the number can be divided by 4

without remainder), then we can say with
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certainty that the examined year is a leap

year (accordingly witli divisions by 100 and

400).

Once again, in other words, j/4 = lNT(j/4)

therefore checks if the number j can be

divided by 4 without remainder. If so, the

Boolean value -1 (yes) is returned:

otherwise, there will be 0 (no) instead. By

the way, the operator NOT in line 5505 turns

the truth statement around — "not yes"

equals "no" and "not no" equals "yes". That

does make sense, doesn't it? Yes. indeed. So

much (for now) for the algorithmical .side of

our problem.

A Little Trivia about Tables

'Hie most simple form of a table is the list,

for example my shopping list this morning.

Quite neatly, line after line, one entry after

the other (ouch, this is gonna be expensive!).

Okay. Lists are called "arrays" or "field

variables" in BASIC. I stick to the word

"list", because with thai I know what is

meant. For our program we will be creating

several lists, for instance, for the names of

the days of the week or for the names of the

months. The good thing about a list is that it

reflects a certain order; every line of a list

contains a certain piece of Information. If

you structure other lists accordingly, you can

therefore complete information from one list

with information from the same location on

another list. We will do this with the months

with different lengths. In a second list, we

will store the number of days the

corresponding month has.

But sometimes, you may wish to store

several pieces dealing with the same item

instantly and directly. For this, an actual
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24
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table is more advantageous; you can think of

it as having a list created on every line of the

original list. We have already used such a list

of lists ("table") in IJP1; tlie different

graphical chars that denned a box had been

made available in a table with four lines (for

the four different frame designs) and nine

columns (for the nine chars, which make up

every box). We also stored the menus and

submenus in a table.

In BASIC, tables are created with the

command DIM. DIM is followed by the

name of the list or table, its type (text, integer

or floating point), and in brackets its design -

- in effect the number of lines in a list and if

needed the columns of a table. DIM

mo$( 12), for instance, would create a list for

the names of the 12 months; and DIM

mnS(mn,sm), a table for the names of the

menus. You can also create further

structures, for instance, a table in three

dimensions: line, column, and plane, of what

one has to think as being similar to a cube.

Bui these multi-dimensional structures tend

to be impractical, so you should try to avoid

them.
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Back to the Plan

Now, how do I find out what day of the week

March 14, 1997 is1.' (This was the day when

the first issue of the 0064! hit my home! It

had been a Friday.) Or how about August 6,

1945? (The day, when the A-Bomb was

dropped. A Monday.) Quite a lot of

mathematics, isn't it? You would need to

know which day of the week is the first day

of the Gregorian calendar (a Friday), and

then you would have to add up all the months

up to the desired date, taking into

consideration the leap years. Is there no

easier way to do it? I have also asked this

myself, and I instantly looked for something

appropriate on the Internet, key word

"Ewiger Kalendcr" (Eternal Calendar). And

I found something right away (what

else'.'). On the page

http://horne.netsurf.de/stefan.grussling/
zeit/ewiger_kalender.htm

you

can find exactly what we are programming

hero as well - an eternal calendar that is

based on the fast-consulting Sigmaof

corresponding tables. Exactly what's best

needed for this job!

1 take this occasion to gladly thank Stefan

Grussling for our being allowed to use his

3
-H

u
o

4J

25
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_^ tables here. He has taken them from an old Table 4 gives us the column for table 5. and the 9, and see what weekday is printed on the

01 nature encyclopedia from the '50s. in table 3 we find the line for table 5. same line -- Monday. August 6, 1945 is a

£ Unfortunately, you do aot find Such things in Complicated'? Now thai lam writing it down, Monday. Try il with your dales of birth!
h encyclopedias nowadays anymore. Stefan I also gel that feeling, but actually, it's (Mine is a Wednesday.)

3 used five tables; we are copying in a slightly simple. Lei's take the example of August 6,

^ modified way by first making them six (by 1945. By the way, have you recognized the

J splitting the second) and then dropping the programming problem? No? Well, usually

first (it's Simpler in that way). In the table of days wo cheek in which line arrays are used by programmers to "slorc"

there is the 66 -- in the sixth {where else?), data in them, but here it's just the other way

Five Tables Then we search the new table 1 for the around! There are already pieces of data in it,

column lor the month August (8); that would and we have to find oui "where exactly" they

Most important are the number squares lable be the fourth column. Now we can read the are located! How do I get the information

2 and table 5. From the values found there, value in line 6, column 4 of table 2; there we that 45 is located in the first line without

the position in the list of weekdays is derived find a 6. We keep that in mind. Now for the much fuss? And that 19 is in the fifth

in the last step and thus the corresponding year. We look in table 3 for the last two column? Isn't this a nice little task 1 leave

day itself. The tables 1, 3, and 4 are digits, namely 45. It's right in the first line. In with you lo find out for the next lime? Have

exclusively used to find the correct line and lable 4 we look for the 19 in the Gregorian fun with it!

column in the aforementioned two tables. In department and discover il in column 5.

this process, table 1 provides the column for Checking lable 5 in line 1, column 5. returns Yours, Amdt

table 2; the line is derived from the table of the value of 3. This 3 is then added to the

days, which could be achieved just as well value we had before (6), and we get a 9. Now

with a litlle calculation (see illustrations), we check the table of days once more wilh

Variables of the Menu System

BASIC line

20 to 110

1100

1200

1300

1400

1500

1600

M 1700

1 1800

-

Function of module

Main routine

Drawing a rectangle

Positioning the cursor

Deleting a rectangle

Getting chars

Getting cursor buttons

Drawing a box for a menu

Status Line Issues

Drawing a line

Menu distributor

used variables

(not influenceable)

used internally:

i4, i5, i6, i7, i8, i9, enS, stS, x9S. lg. ri, zl, sp, br, ho

zl (line on screen, Olo 21) sp (column, 0to36)

br (rectangle's width, measured inside, 1 to 37)

ho (rectangle's height, measured inside, 1 to 23)

15 (rectangle's type, 0 to 3)

used internally: i9

zl and sp (valid values as above)

zl, sp, and br, ho (measured inside, but the rectangle's frame will also be deleted)

used internally; i9

lg (acceptable length of input, 1 to 36)

enS (return value]

used internally: i9, x9S

ri (return value, 1 aright, 2=le!t, 3=down, 4=up, 5=RETURN)

used internally: x9$

(not influenceable)

used internally:

i6, i7, i8, i9, zl, sp, br. ho

stS (Text to be Issued out)

used internally: enS, lg, i9, zl, sp

lg (length of the line, up to 40)

en$ (char the line consists of, 1 char)

used internally: \9

\7 (menu item)

i8 (submenu item)

El '
^ The loop variables i4, i5, and i9 can be used freely; i6, i7, and i8 are set and required by the main routine. All other variables
^ should only be changed for their provided purpose.

Q



by Wanja Cuyk

Thus, we have to think of another way to

slow down effects thai btcjdsi too fast. The

simplest method is by running the program (or

part ofit) oidy every other Interrupt. By doing

iliis will will cut the speed exactly in half.

As before, we will need an interrupt

initialisation routine that we ean use for all

following programs. Here is our code:

31000 SEI i disable interrupt

51001 LDft #$00 | redirect interrupt

vector to SHOO

S10C3 STA $0314

S1006 LDA #$11

S1008 STA $0315

S1OOB LDA 3SF3

S100D STA SD012 ; interrupt starts at

raatcr line SFB

51010 LOA (tSIB

$1012 STA SD011 i text screen -on- and at

the same time clearing bit 7 in SD011

$1015 LDA tfSFl

51017 STA SD01A | activate raster line

interrupt

S101A CLi i enable interrupt

5101B RTS

Now we will create a simple effect Let's say

we wan! to make the screen shake a little. To do

so. we use the VIC horizontal scroll register at

SiiOl 6.This register allows one to scroll the

entire display (or a portion of it) up to eight

pixels horizontally without using any

significant processor power.

-- IRQ Main Routine --

51100 JSR $1110 ; scroll routine

81103 LDA BS01 ; confirm interrupt as

finished

$1105 STA SD019

S110B JMP 5EA31 ; and on with the

original ROM routine

Language
In our last installment we discussed writing an interrupt service

routine. The only problem was that the effect ran too fast and that

we are not allowed to integrate any delay loops in the interrupt,

because we could "overload" an interrupt. Overloading in this

context, means that the interrupt routine takes so long, that the

computer will try to start a new interrupt while the old one is still

being serviced. This shows up as a rather displeasing flicker,

distorted music or some other stuff ... and we don't want that to

happen, of course.

»

- Hardware Scroll -

S1110 DEC $1200

$1113 BED $U15

decrease delay eoi^iter

if result = 0. branch

to S1115

$1114 RTS ; otherwise immediate return

frosi subroutine

$1115 LDA #S/02 ; 502 in Accumulator

(start value for counterl

Sill? STA 51200 ; and write to delay

counter

S111A LDY $1201 ; load table counter

(Index) to y- register

S111D CDA $1202.¥; and retrieve scroll

value from table • Y to accumulator

S1120 ORA 4S0B ; set bit 3 ifor 40-

coIutjis mode) in accumulator

S1122 STA SE016 ; and write acuimjlator

to scroll register

51125 INY ; increase y- register by 1

$1126 Cpy »$13 i and compare it to S13

$1128 BNE SU2C i branch to $102c if not

equal

S112A LEY BSOO i all Lhrough, reseL y-

register to zero

S112C STY $1201 ; and write to table

counter

S112D RTS [ Return from subroutine

- table counter, delay counter and scroll

value table ($13 values) -

m 51200 02 00 01 02 03 04 05 OE

a 51208 07 07 07 07 06 05 04 03

m S1210 02 01 00 00 00

Now, are you confused? I hope that this will be

over soon. This whole assembly works like

this: in interrupt init 1 choose the raster line in

which the interrupt shall be triggered, in this

case, raster line SFB, which is in the lower

screen border. Every interrupt 1 call the scroll

routine. At that time the electron beam is

ilcliiitcty still in the lower border nnd we

remember; when it leaves the lower border, it

automatically returns to the top - but our

routine won't take Ih&I long. This way we make

absolutely sure that ihe scroll value is already

set before the screen is drawn, so that we don't

have any "twisting" on the screen, where a new

scroll value replaces the old. But allright, these

are details that you will surely investigate more

closely later. Back !o the scroll routine.

It starts immediately with our "delay". The

principle is quite simple: 1 take a counter that I

keep decreasing by 1 anil as long as it isn't

zero, I leave the subroutine without doing

anything. But once the counter reaches zero, I

reset it to its initial value (the S02 in $1200 in

the table) and execute my real routine. This

starts by getting an index on the table and then

the scroll value from table I index. The ne\t

instruction is new:

ORA #Sxx - Perform a Logical OR operation

on the Accumulator against the value S$\x,

leaving the result in the Accumulator. With

ORA. one can set single bits as desired (See

illustration 1 - Logical Operations). Other logic

instructions include AND ILSxx (Logical AND

operation] and EOR //Sxx (Logical Exclusive-

OR operation).

Using Ihe ORA instruct ion, [ set the bit which

activates 40 column mode. Keep in mind that

register SdO16 has several functions (refer 10

illustration 2 - Registers SdOl I andSdOI6).

Anyway, now we have the final value that we

write to register SdOI6. The following program

lines increase the table counter by I and, if it

exceeds the number of table entries, reset it to

zero. Then the subroutine ends, and we find

ourselves in ihe main IRQ routine, which

jumps to the normal interrupt routine found in

iheKcma! ROM.

You should take another long look at it all, so

thai you place everything correctly, if you want

to experiment a bit, try to do the same thing

with register SdO I I, so as to make the screen go

up and down. Or maybe even both movements

together? I don'i want to limit your

adventurous spirit - go at it!

In the ne.xt part, there will once again be

something basic about adressing methods.

Maybe that will seem somewhat boring at first

sight, but everything will advance so much

easier afterwards.
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liecause the English version of GO64! begun with the August

1999 edition, pans I - 4 of the tutorial (publishedprior to August

1999) were only published in the German version. We will,

however, offer the tutorial pars I - 4 ta English on our homepage

(www.go64.c64.org). If you don't have access to the internet,

you can get the first four puns by mail for free. Simply send a

Idler to:

CSW-Verlag

Goethestr. 22

0-71364 Wimenden

Germany

orFAX us at: +497195 61120

The Logical Operands AND and OR

1 AND 1

1 AND 0

0AND1-

0 AND 0 =

01110000

AND 00101011

= 00100000

= 1

= 0

= 0

-0

(S70)

(S53)

(520)

1OR1 =

1 OR0 =

0OR1-

0OR0-

01110000

OR 00101011

= 01111011

= ]

= 1

= 1

= 0

(S70)

($53)

(S7B)

The Register $D016
Bit No.: 7 6 5 4 3 2 10

unused

Softscroll (horizontal)

Character Mode (set = 40 Characters)

Multicolor Mode (1=Multicolor, 0=Hires)

Reset-Bit: 1 = VIC stop

The Register $D011
BitNr.: 7 6 5 4 3 2 10

Blt9forSd012_

Extended Background Color

Mode on/off (1=on)

LLLi
Softscroll (vertical)

Column mode (set a 25 columns)

Text or graphics screen on/off

Bitmap graphic mode on/off

■ J

*T> BD
■ * *-

-

^916

j:j

Ht>
00 04 LDft S048Q,X
68 18 STft
60" 05 Lpit

Soft<wctre

C64/C128 Software - Development
Programming tools
VirtualAss (TurboAss compatible)

Assembler, for REU or SuperCPU wilh RamCard

38,-DM
MeaaPatch64/128 V3.0:

GEOS Software (for GEOS V2.0)
TopDesk128V3.5orTopDesk64V3.5 29,-DH

New desktop witch supports

all CMD drives and uses window technology.

TopDesk64/128 V3.5 Update from V3.xx 15,-DM

HP DeskJet printer driver V2 29,-DM

HP DeskJet printer driver update from V1 15,-DM

forGEOS64and 128, also interpollingl

MegaTools V2 (for GEOS V2.0) 10,-DM
Geos tools for Geos64 and Geosi 28 incl. Turbo128 Patch

Pay with your visa or master card!

Shipping costs for a parcle:

Airmail: 16.-DM

Normal mail: 8.-DM

The new GEOS version made in Germany!

Both versions for american GEOS kernel!

With printed english manual and new desktop!

Supports SCPU, RamLink, HD, FD, 1581, 1571, 1541 and

all ram expansions; new configure, filebox, taskswitcher,

printer spooler, screen saver, screen hardcopy.

MegaPatch64 or 128 V3.0 69,-DM

{For use with your old desktop)

MegaPatch64 or 128 V3.0 69,-DM

(incl. TopDesk64 o. 128 V4.1 updatG from V3.xx)

MegaPatch64or128V3.0

(incl. TopDesk64 or 128 V4.1 full version) 89,-DM

TopDesk64 or 128 V4.1 full verlson

{Only for use with MogaPatch V3.0 I) 35,-DM

MP3 optional In different disk format:

MegaPatch64: 1541 /1571 / 1581-DD / 1581-HD (CMD-FD]

MegaPatch128: 1571 / 1581-DD / 1581-HD (CMD-FD]

MegaCom Software

Britta Grimm

Langenfelder Hof 1

D-78652 Deisslingen

phone.: 0049 74201324 fax: 0049 7420 260

et/lail: megacom.software@hiuewin.de

Internet: http://home.t-online.de/home/megacom_soft



Tips & Tricks

Anatomy of a Mouse Driver
The Commodore 1351 mouse

and its compatible siblings, by

Scanntronik or CMD for

instance, are very comfortable

input devices. However, the

software driver can be seriously

improved.

by Marco "Mac Bacon " Bays

For the C64 the most common input

devices besides the keyboard are

certainly joysticks. For most purposes, they

arc indeed well suited, but those users that

have already used a proportional mouse will

certainly agree with me that moving a mouse

pointer over the screen is much more pleasant.

No matter whether one moves the mouse fast,

slow, short, or long, the pointer on the screen

copies the movement exactly.

Well, at least it should. However, many mouse

drivers are based on the program that can be

found on the disk accompanying the 1351.

Since this had been programmed quite poorly,

the user is confronted with three

unpleasantries. In the following text, I am

going to show these weaknesses one by one.

analyze the problems, and point out possible

solutions for each. On the OOVerdisk there arc

some files related to this:

"inputdrvl 2S.bin" - finished mouse driver for

the C128

"inputdrv64.bin" - finished mouse driver for

the C64

"inpuldrvsrc.txt"- source code for both (!)

drivers

"pointerspritcs" - two sprites for the mouse

pointer

All these files are public domain and can be

integrated into your own programs - even into

commercial ones! My main interest in this is

to make more programmers put mouse

support into their programs.

The two finished drivers are meant for BASIC

programmers; at the end of the text,

integrating them into your own programs will

be explained.

For assembly language programmers, the

source code is certainly more interesting.

Since some optimizations utilized there, like

the reverse subtraction for example, may not

be known to everyone, they will be explained

in a separate article, following this one

Since both finished drivers already contain

sprites, the fourth file is really not necessary,

but it could prove useful for your own first

tries with the source code; when using other

(personal) sprites, you may need to change the

source code depending on their shape.

But now back to the real issue - the three weak

points of the standard driver (the new drivers

on the eoverdisk don't suffer from them, of

course).

The pointer's speed

All those that have already used a mouse on a

different system will certainly notice this

weakness first. Even for very small pointer

movements on the screen, you need to move

the mouse relatively far. This is due to the fact

that the driver unnecessarily halves the

resolution of the mouse, which is not that high

to start with. I have run some very simple

tests; according to them, the 1351 has a

resolution of about 180dpi (dois per inch).

Due to the cutting in half mentioned before,

that means that with every movement of the

mouse by one inch, the mouse pointer on the

screen just moves by 90 pixels.

Some may now argue that this ratio is enough

and that the "ideal" resolution would depend

on your point of view anyway. From the user's

point of view, this argument seems

reasonable, but from the programmer's point

of view, it always makes sense to offer

coordinates in the highest resolution possible.

If the resolution is too high for a certain

purpose, you can convert it with case, for

instance by cutting the value in half. But if the

resolution is already too low, the situation will

not improve by doubling the value; the value

will become higher, but the number of

"possible* values remains the same. This fact

can be exemplified in photography; you may

enlarge a photo by any factor, but it will never

become sharper by doing so. Because the

number of possible values remains the same.

I'd always prefer the original instead of a

scaled-down version.

Anyhow, for a human as pathologically lazy

as I am, it is an unacceptable stale of atl'airs

that when using the standard driver of the

1351, a movement of the mouse pointer by a

few meager pixels always degenerates into a

training program for the biceps and triceps.

Since you can't increase the resolution of the

1351, the problem can only be solved (or at

least diminished) by suppressing the driver's

cutting in half of the value. Without fail, this

leads to the question, "Why does the driver

halve anyway?"

The answer is related to the signal

transmission to the C64/128. Because

computer mice were totally unknown at the

time of the C64's design, no corresponding

connection had been provided in the

breadbox. I'or that reason, Commodore

simply misused the joystick ports' POT lines

for the mouse; these lines were originally

meant for the connecting of paddles. In a

paddle there is a potentiometer (from which

the lines' name "POT" originated), so that

turning it changes the electric resistance. The

resistance is measured by the sound chip's

analogue/digital converter and can then be

queried there (addresses Sd419'Sd41 a in the 1/

0 area) by the software.

In order to transmit its coordinates to the C64,

the 1351 therefore creates two analogue

signals. The SID then converts them into

digital values. This method certainly had the

advantage of making it possible to cheaply

produce the 1351 then. However, it has the

disadvantage that the digital values can be

messed up by the analogue transmission quite

easily.

And that happens indeed... Even while you

are not moving the mouse at all, the hytes that

can be read at the SID can jump hack and

forth between two consecutive values because

of the tolerances of the analogue technology.

This means that if the value to be read at the

SID changes by 1, it does not necessarily

mean that the mouse has really been moved.

The standard driver solves this issue by the

aforementioned cutting in half; after

calculating the difference between the new

and old position, the result is halved. By doing

so, "-1" as well as "■■ 1" would become "0" -

the messed-up values don't cause any

problems anymore. Unfortunately, this

solution causes a side effect; Ihe mouse

pointer moves only half as far as would be

possible (the "photo" has been scaled down).

Simply moving the pointer on the screen



twice as far (enlarging the "photo" again) pointer's jumps.

won't do any good cither; doing that, you

would only reach every second-pixel column

(the "photo" becomes blurred).

There is also another possibility; you can

indeed solve both problems .simultaneously.

My proposition is simple hut very effective.

After the difference to the last value has been

calculated, negative values are increased by 1

while positive ones arc decreased by that

amount, zero remaining zero.

This solution means that the computer "loses"

one pixel from every mouse movement. No

problem- those that have not just read this text

will not notice that they have to move tlie

mouse about 0.15 millimeters (!) farther than

would be the case with an ideal solution

(which is impossible).

With this little change, the pointer already

moves at Iwiee the speed over the screen, and

still every pixel may he reached (to stay with

the example, since the photo has not been

scaled down, it has not lost any of* its

sharpness). On to the next problem.

Jumps during Fast Movements

That the 1351 and compatibles arc also

referred to as '"proportional mice" is due to the

fact that the pointer's speed on the screen is

proportional to that of the mouse on the

mouscpad, but that only holds true up to a

certain upper limit. During very fast

movements of the mouse, the pointer may

very well stand still at times or may even jump

back a short distance.

The reason for this is the relatively small

range of values the mouse provides. In theory,

the SID converters could provide a byte value,

in effect 256 different values. But the 1351

creates less than 128 different values; mine

only creates just 125 (due to the analogue

nature of the signals, this may slightly vary

from mouse to mouse and from SID to SID -

more details on that later on). The smaller the

range of values, the sooner the counter

overflows; that means if the range is small,

you mustn't be too fast in moving the mouse,

or the mouse begins to stumble. Since we

can't increase the number of values delivered

by the mouse, we have to solve the problem in

another fashion.

First the good news. The problem has already

been solved. Due to our solution for the first

problem discussed, the mouse pointer already

moves twice as fast as before; the user only

needs to move the mouse half as fast as

before. This alone already avoids most of the

And now for Ihc belter news... There is even

an ideal solution; one simply queries the

mouse more often (the mouse pointer's speed

is not changed). As simple as that suggestion

sounds, it's as difficult in its implementation.

Simply calling the routine twice in a row

wouldn't do much good, of course; instead

you need to spread the calls evenly over time.

Since the mouse driver usually sits in the

interrupt, this means that now you have to

trigger twice as many interrupts and to really

call the mouse driver several times and not

just all the other IRQ routines as well

(otherwise, the clock ticks faster and so on).

Tor an experienced programmer, this

shouldn't be that diflieull, but it is so complex

that I have not put it into my example source

code, because that code should be universally

usable, and the interrupt handling differs quite

greatly between the CM and the C128.

Pixels beyond Reach

The first two weaknesses could be "'evaded" in

the past by simply moving the mouse

painfully slowly. But when dealing with the

third problem, even that won't help. Once in a

while, when using the 1351 standard driver,

you have the situation in which you can't go

to a certain pixel column or line precisely; the

pointer jumps over it, time and time again, no

matter how often you try.

This error always occurs when the range of

values provided by the mouse is exhausted,

and a "wraparound" to the other end of the

range is made. The standard driver docs

indeed trust that both ends fit exactly.

Here's a practical example. My 1351 provides

values in the range from $44 to ScO inclusive

for both x- and y- direction, therefore only

125 different values. If the current x-posilion

is ScO and 1 move the mouse one pixel to the

right, the range of values overflows and resets

to S44. However, the standard driver expects

the interval to include exactly 128 values and

calculates:

(NcwPosition - OldPosition) AND £7f.

In ihc example, that would be($44-ScO) AND

S7f =$4. Although 1 have only moved the

mouse by one pixel, the driver thus finds the

distance "four". The disparity of three dots is

due to the disparity between the width of the

value interval expected by the standard driver

and the real one (128- 125 3).

Since the standard driver then cuts the

computed difference in half (sec first

problem), it reduces the effects of this error;

the pointer only moves by two instead of four

pixels. But that is no great help either, since

you wanted to move Ihe pointer by but one

pixel.

What causes this problem exactly? Why don't

the value intervals of the 1351 and the driver

match? The reason for that lies in the

analogue signal transmission as mentioned

previously. Judging from the standard driver's

behaviour and the values from my 1351, it

was originally planned that ihe 1351 provided

values in the range from S40 to $bf(orS41 to

ScO), thus 128 different values. Certainly, it is

also trying to do so. But due to the analogue

transmission, it is not certain that the SID,

after its analogue/digital conversion, registers

exactly the value the mouse "meant" it to. Of

course, you may be lucky, and the SID and

mouse may exactly fit each other. In that case,

this problem does not occur at all (therefore, I

am not one hundred percent sure that this

problem really exists with every SID/mouse

combination, but it should be very common).

The problem can only be solved if the driver

exactly tunes in on the value interval provided

by the SID. This means that the driver needs

to save the maximum and minimum and to

calibrate its difference calculations to that. It

works this way; at first, the difference

between the new and the old value is

computed. Then you have to find out whether

the difference is really valid or is corrupted by

a wraparound. In order to do so, the absolute

value of the difference is compared with half

the width of the value interval. If the mouse

movement is less than half the interval width,

Ihe difference is most likely correct. But if the

movement is greater, a wraparound is more

probable. In the latter ease, the difference is

corrected to the real value by subtracting (or

adding, if the difference is negative) the full

width of the interval. Actually quite simple,

isn't it'? By doing so, we have a self-

calibrating mouse driver.

The New Drivers' Usage

The drivers on the coverdisk already contain

the explained improvements. In addition,

when compared to the standard driver, they

have Ihe following advantages:

- The pointer consists of two sprites; if you

give them different colours, the poinicr can be

seen more clearly.

- The pointer movement is limited to the

visible screen.

- You may query the coordinates in pixels as

well as in chars.

- In addition to the mouse driver, there is also

a joystick driver (port 2). which even has an



acceleration function.

This is how you integrate the C64 driver in

your own BASIC programs:

IF a°0 THEM a=l:

LOAD" inputdr-v64.bin", 8,1: REM muat be in

■one" BASIC line, preferably tho very

Eirflt one

SYS 49152: REM puts the driver into the

interrupt

POKE 53287, inner colour: HEM colour

value, for example, 1 for white

POKE 53288, cuter colour: REM colour

value, Eor example, 0 for hlacft

REM Query:

IF PEEKI164) THEN ... : REM queries left

mouse button or joystick button

IF PEEKI165] THEN ... : REM queries right

mouse button

ex=PEEKI15Sl : REM queries x- position,

measured in chars

cy=PEEKHB6) ! REM queries y- position,

measured in chars

px=PEEKI251]+256-PEEK{252) : REM queries

x- position, measured in pixels

py=PEEK(253) : KEK queries y- position,

r.casurod in pixels

Similarily for the C128 driver:

BOOT "inputdrvl28.bin- : REM loads the

driver and puts it into the

interrupt

SPRITE 1,1, inner colour : REM activates

sprite 1 (colour value, for

instance, 2 for white)

SPRITE 2,1, outer colour i REH activates

Bprite 2 (colour value, for

instance, 1 for black)

IF PEEKI250) THEN ... REM queries left

mouse button or joystick button

IF PEEK1255) THEN ... REM queries right

mouse button

cx^PEEKI179) : REH queries x- position,

measured in chars

cy=PEEK(lBQ) : rum queries y- position,

measured in chars

px=?EEK(251)-4-256-PEEK(242) i REM queries

x- position measured in pixels

py=PSEKI253) : REM queries y- position

measured in pixels

Please note: Both versions of the driver make

use of zero page addresses that are really

supposed to be used with datasctte usage. In

addition, the C64 version also uses me

cassette buffer as memory for the pointer

sprites. Therefore, driver and datasette can'l

be used together.

Because I am not in possession of JiffyDOS, I

have not been able to test the driver together

with it. But according to my information

about JD memory usage, the driver should be

compatible with JD.

Possible Further Developments

The term, "mouse driver", certainly wil I make

most people think of GEOS first. But because

I have nothing to do with GEOS, I myseif will

probably not develop a GEOS input driver

from my source code, but anyone who would

like to do so is hereby encouraged.

As far as further development is concerned,

there are hardly any limits, for instance, you

could forge a keyboard Input whenever the

buttons are pressed, by writing a certain

character to the keyboard buffer. You could

use different characters for "button was

pressed" and "button was released". In both

cases if you also store the corresponding

mouse positions in two other addresses, you

could write programs with drag & drop

support without any difficulties.

Another idea would be to set the maximums

for x- and y- position to bigger values than

(319,199) and then managing a virtual screen

of which only a part is shown at any given

time. If the main program checks the pointer

position and adjusts the screen contents when

the currently-shown- coordinates-window is

left, you could scroll through documents

simply by pushing the mouse pointer against

the screen border. For such an project, some

further changes of the driver would be

required, for instance, when setting the sprite

position. That would then depend on the

screen window. That is going to be as far as

we gel for now.

Anyhow... Happy coding!

Optimum or what?
Computing the expression "A minus B" in assembly language is

not hard. Interestingly, you obtain the same result by computing

"NOT (B minus (A plus 1))" instead. It sounds crazy, but

sometimes the latter way is faster... and even uses less memory.

by Marco "Mac Bacon " Haw

The original reason for writing this text

was that i consider the source code for

my self-calibrating mouse driver to bo

relatively hard to understand; the reverse

subtraction just mentioned is a good example

for that. Because 1 really would not like

putting extensive English explanations in my

source codes, and because such information

can be read with greater ease from paper than

from a screen, it turned into a second article.

Therefore, this is not about optimisation in

general but "only" about a description of the

difficult parts of my mouse driver code.

I have written the source code on an Riscl'C;

therefore, it is in ACME syntax. But since

there is no C64 version of ACME (yet, hehc),

1 have converted the source at least to the

PETSCli common to the C64. On the

coverdisk, the file name is "inputdrvsrc.txt".

Admittedly, an ACME source code in

PETSCI! format is neither fish nor fowl, but

convening it (to the format, Turbo Assembler,

for instance) shouldn't be that difficult (for

example, "!word" becomes ",wo", "!byle"

becomes ".by"). Those, who would like to

assemble the source again with ACME, first

need to reconvert it to ASCII or simply just

get the original files from:

h tt p: // home.pages.de/~mat_bacon/dd/d i-i ve rs it . a

When assembled, the source code generates

the C64 binary; the changes needed for the

CI2S arc described in the comments. Of

course, I could also have defined a label

"type" and then have used the conditional

assembly ofACME:

!if type = 64 (CS4 stuff! else (C128 stufE)

... but since you would need to adjust the

syntax for other assemblers anyhow, I just left

it; the source code is already darn long for a

tiny 3-block program anyway.

Bui now for the explanations (and the oh-so-

swcll reverse subtraction):

At the code's beginning, under "; —

Configurable values", there arc all the settings

with which the driver's function can be

changed within certain limits, for example,

the start address, maximum for x- and y-

coordinates, delay and maximal speed for the

acceleration function of the joystick control,

the number of sprites used, and the position of

the "hot spot" in the pointer's poinl.
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With "hot spot", I am referring to the really

relevant pixel in the pointer - therefore, its

point in an arrow-shaped sprite. If you were to

exchange that sprite for a targetlinjj cross, the

liol spot wouldn't be up and In the left but

closer to the center. Since the driver has to

consider this change, the position of the hot

spot can be reconfigured here and adjusted to

the sprite used.

The memory addresses, in which the driver

manages the pointer position and buttons, arc

also set here. When integrating the driver into

your own programs, you could, of course,

substitute the zero page memory addresses

with your own byte and word variables

directly in the code.

The driver depends on the words for x- and y-

direction to be directly sequential in the

memory. Due to that limitation, you can use

the same routine for x- and y- computations

by having the routine address the data with an

index register. When calling the routine with a

0 in the x-register, the first word is used; when

Ihcrc is a 2 in thfl a- register, the second word

is used instead.

Below ";— System constant", some labels for

the I/O access arc defined - nothing special.

lielow ";— Label definitions", labels are

defined as well. But here, there arc not

numbers on the right side of the equations but

only mathematical expressions; this is

because these labels are completely

dependent on the configurable values and

therefore need no changing. One of the

allocations uses the exponential operator (in

ACMR it is the "n" - character), in order to

compute a bit mask for the VIC from the

configured sprite numbers. Sprites 0 and 5,

for instance, would become the binary value

%0010001. Those of you that use an

asscmhlcr without exponentiation therefore

have to "hardeode" the bit mask.

At ";— !:ntry point", we finally gel slartal

with Ihe code. The first routine is the one

putting the driver into the interrupt. Most

programmers certainly do that automatically,

but it also makes sense the way it is done

here. Then you may load the file on a C128

with the command BOOT, which is the same

as a

LOAD". . . ".8,1

SVS ^Loading address:*

When integrating into the interrupt, the

current IRQ vector is adopted (as it should

always be) so that expansion routines already

in effect are not turned ofT.

Fun with the CIAs

Confusion may be caused by the commands

;Inic mouse buttons

Ida #$11

sea CIfll_prb

They arc necessary for querying the mouse

buttons. It is not enough to set port A of the

CIA 1 to "input"; you must also set the

desired bits in the data register. As to the

reasons for that, I don't have any idea as

well...

Beneath ";— Variables", there is then yet a

variable integrated into the program code -

"JoyWaittimc". Since this value doesn't have

to be read by the main routine, I haven't made

its address configurable.

It really starts with ";— Main code",

consisting of eight different parts. Depending

on which function the driver doesn't currently

need, the corresponding parts may be omitted.

First thing is that the driver turns off the

decimal mode with "CLD". It could be the

case that the main routine interrupted was

using that mode, in which case the ADC and

SBC commands in the driver would return

wrong results. Therefore, we simply put in

CLD. Since the processor status register is

overwritten with an old copy from the stack at

the end of an interrupt, there is no need to

worry about a reactivation of ihe decimal

mode that may be necessary.

Do you remember my introduction'? Now,

below ";— Part 1, handling mouse

movements", we get down to business - the

reverse subtraction.

The driver jumps in this part twice to the

routine "PotDclta"; at first it calculates the

mouse movement in x- direction, then the

movement in y-dircetion. The differentiation

between the two possibilities is done using

the method with the index register mentioned

before.

The first call's result (the movement in x-

dircction) is simply added to the former x-

posilion. However, things arc different for the

second call; in the computer's coordinate
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system, the y- axis points down, but in the

mouse's system, it mathematically correctly

points up. Therefore, the second result

provided by "I'otDelta" is not added but

rather subtracted from the former position. In

assembly language, that would normally look

like this:

Ida Position

sec

sbc Change

Eta Position

If you definitely know that the carry hit is

always set, when this routine is reached, you

can omit the command "SEC", of course.

When computing Id-hit values, the routine

becomes a hit longer.

But this isn't of interest here; my point is just

the following. After calling the routine

"PotDelta", the result is in a/y (the low byte in

the accumulator and the high byte in the y

register). For reasons of undcrstandability, we

ignore the high byte for the moment and limit

our considerations to the low byte in the

accumulator. The program would then have

the form:

jsr PotDelta; returns result in a

sta temporary memory

Ida Position

sec

sbc temporary memory

Gta Position

Those optimizing their programs with self-

modification would maybe prefer writing:

jcr PotDelta; returns result in a

Eta mod*l

Ida Position

sac

mod cbe KBffp argument will be modified

sta Position

Reverse Subtraction

That's better but not good by a long shot; it

would be ideal if you could immediately

continue to calculate with the result of

"PotDelta" somehow, instead of first storing it

and instead loading another number. In effect,

we need an alternative to "SBC", because

instead of subtracting a number from the

accumulator, we want to subtract the

accumulator from a number. The ARM

processor, for example, has for such purposes

the command RSB, which is the abbreviation

for "reverse subtract"; it is also from that

definition that I have deduced the name for

my solution.

Fundamentally, the solution is based on at

first using the SBC command the "wrong way

around". Therefore the routine is:

jsr Potcelta; returns result in A

sec

sbc Position

sta Position

In this form, the routine doesn't make sense,

of course, because now the calculation isn't

correct anymore. This can be helped; when

computing (b-a) instead of (a-b), only the

result's sign is changed (because -(b-a)~-

b+a=a-b). Thus, we only need lo negate the

result, and once more, everything is correct.

In order to negate a value on the 6502

processor, you need to create the two

compiemenis, in effect inverting it and adding

"1":

jcr PotDelta; returns result in a

sec

sbc Position

;Negation:

cor #Sff: invert

clc ; add -1"

adc BSO1

;Store corrected result:

sta Position

This still doesn't look better than the initial

routine, but we continue. Since (--a=a) is

valid, you could also negate the other way

around, that is, first subtracting "1" and then

inverting:

jsr PotDelta; returns result in a

sec

sbc Position

; [legation:

sec; subtract "1"

sbc #$01

eor #SEfi invert

;Store corrected result:

sta Position

Oh, boy, just have a close look at this.

Suddenly our code contains two subtractions

directly following each other, and the second

one always only subtracts "1"! Those exactly

knowing the SBC command's behaviour will

now understand the trick, for those who

don't, here a little hint; why do we set the

carry bit before the SBC command anyway?

Well? What would happen if it were to be

clear once? Of course, the result would be

corrupted. But in what way?

It would be "1" less than it was really meant

to be! Those not completely understanding

that should consider the functioning of the

cany bit in 16-bit subtractions. Those that

don't understand anything about that yet

should stick to Wanja's assembly language

course; sooner or later, our Uncle Wanja will

certainly deal with the carry bit subject.

Equipped with this knowledge we can once

more greatly simplify the latest routine. By

replacing "SEC" with "CLC", we can leave

out the second subtraction completely:

jsr PotDelta; returns result in a

clc; provide tor a result reduced by

•!■

5bc Position

; Inversion, thus together with *clc"

negation

eor ISfi; negate

;Store result:

sea Position

isn't that a wonderful sight? That is only

*onc* command more than the normal

subtraction (two bytes). This reverse

subtraction can be connected for 16-bit

calculations without problems. In the mouse

driver's source code, for instance, it looks this

way:

jcr PotlJolta; returns result in a/y

clc

nbc PoiiiterYnow

eor KSff

Dta PointorYnow

tya

she PointerYnow+1

eor tSf£

ato PointerYnowt-1

The only disadvantage of this trick is that it

doesn't work in the decimal mode (but you

don'! ever use that mode anyway). Besides

that, the reverse subtraction can always be

applied simply hy using CLC instead of SEC

and inverting every byte with EOR "Sff

before storing. In fad, quite simply, you only

need lo know it. Thus, remember this the next

lime you want to compute (a-b) and you

already have (b) in the accumulator.

Variables without Memory

Let's get to the next tip. In the source code, a

variable by the name "JoyStcpsizc" is used

which occupies one byte of the main memory.

At various places in the driver, this value is

loaded, saved, increased, or decreased. But

the memory space for that variable is not

reserved by ""Ibytc" but rather like this:

Ida BSOO; (self-modifying)

Thus the variable is put into the argument of

an LDA command. This is usually nothing

new; self-modification is common on the CG4

anyway. Yet, it is applied far loo rarely, 1

think. A great number of the variables, whose

memory .space is reserved by '"!bytc", could

just as well be put into the argument of a

command working on that variable. Of

course, this is not possible with STA, it

lacking immediate addressing. INC. DEC,

LSR, ASL, ROL, and ROR won't do for the

same reason. However, LDA, ADC, SBC,

AND, ORA, EOR, LDX, LDY, CMP, CPX,

and CPY work without problems, and these

arc used often enough.



What purpose is this supposed to serve? Well,

to be honest, the storage place makes no

difference for the variable itself. But if

replacing one absolute addressing by one

immediate one, you save an entire byte. If you

consistently apply this change to all byte-

variables, you can save lots of memory within

big programs.

And we continue with ";— Part 6, restrict

coordinate range", hi this very short part, the

initially mentioned simple method of

signaling a subroutine with the help of an

index register to which data is to be accessed

is applied. Okay, this not that fundamental.

In ■";— Part 8, making char coordinates",

things become interesting once more. This

part converts the pixel coordinates into char

coordinates, in effect simply dividing by

eight. For the y- coordinate, this is in effect

LSR:LSR:LSR, hut the x- coordinate is more

of a problem; the pixel value in x- direction

can also be greater than 255. Thus, you also

have to consider the high byte. There are now

several possibilities:

Ida

lsr

lsr

lsr

BCa

Ida

asl

asl

asl

asl

ora

see

PiXGlLOW

: shi ft down

Cha rLow

PixelHigh

: shift up

CharLow

CharLow

Ugly - long and slow. Only being able to

reach 319, the x- value is a great help to us,

because then the high byte can become 0 or I.

Thus we can write:

Ida

lsr;

lsr

lsr

ldx

shifc down

beq '+4

ora #S20

sta CharLow

If the high hyte is not zero, we insert the

missing bit into the result by hand using

ORA. Much better. But what about rewriting

the driver for the VDC, for instance? There

the x- value can become up to 639, so that the

high byte could take on the values 0, I, or 2.

The source code contains my suggestion:

Ida PixelLow

1st

lac

lsr

Idx FixelHigh

ora OrTabloHx

Gta CharLow

OrTablo Ibyte SOO. $20, S-10

The deviation in the requirements is minimal,

but the suggestion's approach is completely

different. This only the wisdom oflhe day; in

effect, hardly anyone will benefit from this

example.

Now it's only the part ";— 'Pot'

subroutine".... Then you've done it. This pan

contains the really important items of the

driver, namely the improvements as compared

to the standard driver.

At first the variables... The driver stores each

of the greatest and smallest values provided

by the mouse (the reasons for this can be

found in the other article). You certainly know

the problem when you wish to check the state

"smaller than or equal" with the "CMP"

command. Unfortunately, it is not possible;

the zero tlag allows us the differentiation

between "equal" and "not equal", the carry bit

allowing us the differentiation between

"smaller than" and "greater than or equal".

The n- flag does the same thing as the e- flag,

only related to numbers with sign. In order to

query the state "smaller than or equal",

behind the CMP, you therefore always have to

use both a BEQ and a BCC for the same

target.

At First Glance no Advantage -

But at a Second Look an

Advantage indeed

But since this comparison is absolutely

necessary and occurs at every

interrupt. 1 don't store the biggest

value but the biggest valuc+l in the

variable "'PotMax". Of course, I buy

into the advantage of the now

unnecessary BEQ with the necessity of

increasing "PotMax" by 1 before

storing. Since the value is read more

often than written, this is still an

advantage - no saving in memory space but in

time.

The same purpose is fulfilled by

"HalfPotWidth" - this variable always

containing the contents of the variable

"PotWidth" but shifted by one bit to the right

and thus halved. Both the complete and the

halved value arc needed fairly often, but they

arc only seldom written. Therefore, I take

care of the cutting in half right after resetting

"PotWidth" and thus have the halved value

effectively "in the cache".

And finally, a small example for the

usefulness of personal calculations in

advance. At the label "minus", the driver

needs to compare the negated contents of the

accumulator with "I lalfPotWidth". Just like in

the case of the reverse subtraction, we

immediately continue to compute with the

accumulator:

;Ncgate value:

oor ISM

clc

adc «S01

;Comparison:

emp UalfPotWidth

bec SmaHerOrEqual

beq SroallerOrEqual

Here we again have the problem to branch

with BEQ and BCC However, this can also

be done another way:

;Invert value only instead of negating:

eor *$ff

;Comparison;

cenp Half PotWidth

bec SmallorOrEqual

Because the inverted value being always

smaller by "1" than the negated value, the

conditions for the comparison ehange, and the

BfiQ is no longer needed. In addition, this

method also has the advantage that you can

immediately restore the original vaiuc in the

accumulator by "EOR aStY' - something this

driver docs indeed do here (even before

branching).

So, that's it. I am at the end, both of my

wisdom and of my source code. And bodily,

mentally, and intellectually, I am always

finished. The text turned out to be longer than

I expected; I hope it will be advantageous for

someone and does not waste precious space in

GO64! magazine...

Happy coding!
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Barrier
20 MHz Accelerators

ior the Commodore 64

Breathes New life into yd

~ OHiiiiniliire G4 or 128
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Take Your Commodore Into The Next Millenium!

Programs will suddenly spring to life, screens and menus pop

up instantly, scrolling becomes lluid, and graphics fly. A
Commodore equipped wilh a SuperCPU is like having a

Volkswagon with a V-8. There's one small difference' the

SuperCPU rides much smoother. And while the SuperCPU

provides your computer with a radical increase in horsepower

(up to 22 times (aster), its operating system makes that power

easy to use by maintaining compatibility with most existing

programs and by making itsell virtually transparent to Hie user
and the computer.

Looking to the future, the powerlul 65816 microprocessor
gives programmers vast new resources to create powerful

and sophisticated software. With its 16-bit registers, up to 16

Megabytes of system memory and an enhanced instruction

setoased on the 6502 core, the SuperCPU makes it easy to
enhance existing software while providing the muscle needed

to create a whole new generation ol Commodore programs
integrating more extensive graphics, sound and animation.

To get tne most trom your existing programs and lo get ready

for the future with just one puchase, get a SuperCPU. You'il
wonder why you waited this long!

SUPEFlCPU ©M $179.OD«
SuperCPU 12a $S39.OO«

'prices do not include shipping

Features:

■ High-speed microprocessor, I28K or 256K of fast RAM,

advanced hardware logic, and up to 512K ROM enable
you to run all types of existing commercial software at

speeds up to 22 times (aster than stock machines.

• BASIC programs, including most Bulletin Board Systems,

seem to run as fast as machine language, and compiled

BASIC programs run faster than ever!

• Commercial machine language programs (databases,

spreadsheets, word processors, telecommunications,

graphics, etc.) run so fast that you'll think you're running
them on a completely different computer!

• GEOS comes alive—No typing or scrolling delays, graphic
operations happen instantly, plus faster printing and disk

access! Includes an enhanced GEOS setup utility!

• Easy-to-use: Plug it into your cartridge port" and start

working-no special adjustments needed.

• Buiit-in JiifyDOS Kernal boosts disk access speed up to

15 times faster with JiffyDOS-equipped drives.

■ Pass-thru port provides compatibility with RAMLink,

SwiftLink, Turbo-23 2, REUs and other cartridges.

• Unit Enable/Disable. JiffyDOS On/Olf, Normalfiurbo, and

Reset switches make using the SuperCPU a snap!

"Additional MMU SuperAdapter installation required lor 128 version.

SuperRAM Cnrd (0 MB) $79 • 4 MB $114 • 8 MB $139 - 16 MB $179

SuperCPU 64 w/SuperRAM (0 MB) $219-4 MB $254 • 8 MB $278 - 16 MB $318

SuperCPU 12B w/SuperRAM (0 MB) $279 • 4 MB $314 • 8 MB $338 • 16 MB $378

i Prlnos do not inclurio shipping and are subject to change without notice, Not responsible lor typographical errors,

.-j.
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